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This brochure provides information about the qualifications and business practices of Elliott Cove
Capital Management LLC (“Elliott Cove”). If you have any questions about the contents of this
document, please contact Elliott Cove’s Chief Compliance Officer, Ralph D. Chiocco Jr, at 206-2672683 or rchiocco@elliottcove.com. The information in this disclosure document has not been
approved or verified by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission or by any state
securities authority. Additional information about Elliott Cove is available on the SEC’s website at
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.
Elliott Cove is a registered investment adviser. Registration of an investment adviser does not imply any level of
skill or training, and you should not choose an investment adviser solely on the basis of its status as a registered
investment adviser. Please consider the information provided to you in oral and written communications to
determine whether to hire or retain an investment adviser and to evaluate an investment adviser’s qualifications
and business practices.
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Item 2 – Material Changes
On July 28, 2010, the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) made changes to the
requirements of the disclosure document that Elliott Cove is required to provide to its clients. This
brochure, dated November 14, 2016, has been prepared according to those new requirements and is
materially different in structure from older versions of the document. It also includes new information
that was not previously required. The previous version of Elliott Cove’s disclosure document,
prepared according to the SEC’s new requirements, was last updated on August 19, 2015.
Elliott Cove updates this document annually, or more frequently in the event of certain material
changes.
1. Part 2B –
a. Removal of Victor D. Ruiz as Chief Compliance Officer and Senior Vice President due to
his retirement from Elliott Cove Capital Management.
b. Removal of Michelle L. Davidson as an Investment Advisor Representative due to
resignation.
c. Removal of Bridget R. Gunn as an Investment Advisor Representative due to a change in
bank responsibilities.
d. Removal of Julie K. Kuntz as an Investment Advisor Representative due to a change in
bank responsibilities.
e. Addition of Victor D. Ruiz as an Investment Advisor Representative.
f. Addition of Matthew Columbus as an Investment Advisor Representative.
g. Addition of Nickola A. Whittle as an Investment Advisor Representative and Operations
Manager
Elliott Cove will make a copy of this section available to its clients within 120 days of the close of its
fiscal year to make sure clients are aware of any material changes to the firm’s business philosophies
and practices.
Elliott Cove’s clients may request a full copy of the latest version of this document at any time by
contacting Ralph D. Chiocco Jr., Chief Compliance Officer, at 206-267-2683 or rchiocco@elliottcove.com.
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Item 4 – Advisory Business
Elliott Cove is a fee based investment adviser offering index-like asset allocation portfolios to
individuals and small businesses. We have been in business since September of 2002. Our principal
owners are Cashel House Investments LLC and Chiocco EC Investments, both domestic entities.
Customers may impose reasonable restrictions on the management of their account. As of 10/31/2016,
Elliott Cove's assets under discretionary management were $ 175,390,719.
Our Investment Philosophy
Investment management at Elliott Cove is based on the principle of efficient markets. This has far
ranging conceptual as well as practical implications that set it apart from much of what investors are
offered through other approaches. The principle of efficient markets drives our selection of securities,
the fees investors pay, the returns they receive, and the expectations they have. We believe that when
investors understand the general principles and implications of efficient markets, they will embrace
our approach as the most sensible, practical, and financially sound way there is to prepare for their
financial future.
Markets are said to be efficient when stock prices reflect all of the known information concerning a
particular company. This is important because at that point, when the stock reflects the tug-of-war
between buyers and sellers, no one can know if it is worth more or less than the market price unless
they have information that no one else has. The vast majority of stock prices reflect all known
information because of the work of thousands of investors who are continually scanning the globe to
find new sources and uncover hidden information. And when they do, how long does it take for that
information to be reflected in the price of the stock? Generally, it’s all over in a matter of seconds.
After that, there’s no edge to be gained trading on older "news".
Mutual funds and brokerage firms have a strong motivation to perpetuate the belief on the part of their
clients that markets are not efficient and that smart and nimble stock pickers can somehow find value
that everyone else has overlooked and pass it along to you before others have time to act. But markets
have been shown to be efficient, as mountains of rigorously conducted academic research confirm, and
this has important implications for how you manage your investments. Attempts to pick stocks and
"outsmart" the market inevitably are doomed to failure.
The same is true with respect to "timing" the market to forecast its ups and downs. Explaining why the
market went up or down yesterday is far easier than divining what it will do tomorrow. Investors
have paid dearly for the belief that someone can foresee the unforeseeable. They are now returning to
the sensible view that intelligent allocation and diversification are far preferable to stock picking or
market timing as methods on which to stake their financial futures.
Those investors who do persist in the belief that they (or their investment manager) can beat the
market do so for two major reasons. First, everyone wants to believe. It seems so clear (beforehand)
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that a little effort in choosing the right stock will pay off. The desire to believe is very strong, so the
broker or analyst touting his stock picking skills starts with a huge advantage - you want to believe.
Second, in the short run, the performance of different companies’ stock varies widely. This seduces
those who profited in the stock into believing they had superior insights and causes those who did not
to now chase it, or hire the broker or adviser who recommended the profitable transaction. The truth,
however, is that no one has been able to beat the markets over the long run by more than would be
explained by random chance.
There is an alternative to the Herculean (and expensive) task of attempting to beat the markets: Accept
the efficiency of the markets and put it to work for you. This means building a portfolio of index type
investments that are allocated and diversified to match your risk profile, and then holding these
investments over the long haul. We call this process Disciplined Asset Allocation and it underpins our
investment philosophy at Elliott Cove.
In contrast to many actively managed investment programs, Disciplined Asset Allocation provides
investors with greater investment stability, lower costs, potentially higher long-term returns, and
greater peace of mind. It is an approach used by an increasing number of professional pension funds,
endowments, and other sophisticated investors. It is the approach we use - objective, value oriented,
no-nonsense, and disciplined.
Without knowing it, investors are choosing either an approach based on market efficiency or one that
is based on outsmarting the market. Within both categories there are alternative approaches, but this
major division is important because of the actions - and consequences - that follow from choosing one
or the other.
If you select the active camp, you believe that markets are not efficient enough to preclude stock
pickers and market timers from finding hidden values that have eluded others. And, importantly, you
believe that the same stock pickers and market timers can and do find these hidden values repeatedly
over time. You believe all this, and you are willing to pay dearly from your investment dollars for
those whom you hire to carry out this strategy. How rational does this seem to you?
By contrast, people who adopt the efficient market viewpoint immediately save the high costs
associated with active stock selection. They generally save on taxes, generally receive higher net
returns over the long haul, free themselves from daily fretting over the direction of "the market," and
avoid knee-jerk reactions that are virtually inevitable when utilizing an active management style. The
truth is, no one knows what will happen to an individual stock price or the market in the foreseeable
future - not the "experts," not the commentators, and not your stockbroker - no matter how much you
pay for the effort. So why pay the high prices of pretending things are otherwise?
Does this mean that you should never buy a stock? Not at all. Buying and following stocks can be
rewarding and is certainly interesting. Our advice is to do some of this if you do enjoy it, but put the
bulk of your real investment dollars into one or more well-constructed index-like portfolios that are
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designed for the long term. This is investing, not gambling or speculating, and when done properly it
can pay off handsomely.
Accepting the efficiency of the markets provides an important advantage to the investor in terms of
costs -- it helps keep them low. During a bull market, investment advisory and management fees from
advisers as well as mutual funds can escalate as the public becomes so enamored with rocketing
returns that they don't mind, or notice, the fact that costs are climbing. After all, with returns of 20 to
30 percent annually, what’s another one percent in management fees? As it turns out, the answer is
“quite a bit,” especially in an era of low returns and volatile markets. Costs, along with taxes, become
a large consideration in such an environment and the indexing approach to investing provides a
considerable advantage. Look carefully at the costs you’re paying for active investment management they are likely higher than you realize.
Many investors confuse "the market" with one or two important indexes, such as the S&P 500 or the
Dow Jones Industrial Average. By doing so, they confuse "index investing" with buying one index
such as the S&P. In reality, there are a great many segments to the market, the S&P 500 being only one
of the most used and important. The S&P 500 is, in fact, a large company index, representing only one
part of the market. Equally important are small cap stocks, value stocks, growth stocks, foreign stocks,
bonds, real estate, and other "slices" of the market, all of which are represented by individual indexes.
By limiting themselves to the S&P 500, investors limit their choice to the returns and the risks of only
one segment of the market. For many investors, this one segment does not offer the correct
risk/reward trade-off for their needs.
Elliott Cove utilizes a blend of many different index-like funds to construct a portfolio reflecting your
individual tolerance for risk and associated potential returns. Our universe of building blocks includes
index-like funds of large cap growth and value stocks, small cap growth and value stocks, foreign
stocks, real estate funds, and bond funds. This universe consists of more than 77 highly efficient, low
cost, index like funds that we use to construct the portfolio that is right for you.
Risk and reward are related; the greater the potential reward, the greater the risk. We assist you in
determining the risk/reward combination that best fits your needs. We have a number of standard
classifications ranging from low to higher risk and we will also help you to customize a portfolio to
meet your individual requirements.
Investing during some recent periods has been an unpleasant experience for many people. Many
people’s faith in the market has been severely shaken. Plans for retirement have been put on hold. We
do not promise a quick path to renewed fortunes. There are no quick fixes or easy answers. What we
do promise is an approach to investing that is sensible, sound, conservative, and open. Intelligent,
well-designed portfolios, combined with an objective assessment of your needs and desires, are the
best path to financial security. The security you want in your financial world will not come overnight,
but moving in the right direction is a critical start towards your destination.
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Five Critical Steps for Success
1. Determine whether you are in the active or indexing camp: If you accept the overwhelming
evidence that the markets are efficient, you can base your investment strategy on that belief and
rationally construct an efficient index type portfolio. In this camp, you are joined by the bulk of
academic researchers and many investment managers.
2. Determine your risk preference: Remember that over the long haul, to get higher returns you have
to take higher risks. But the good news is that the more time you have, the less you should care about
short-term fluctuations, which is how market risks are defined. We will work with you to determine a
level of risk that is appropriate for you. Intelligent portfolio construction will result in greater potential
returns for less risk, but only to a point. After that, you have to move to a higher level of risk to
achieve higher potential returns.
3. Create the appropriate portfolio: This is our main function. After you determine your risk tolerance
(we can help you by having you answer some simple questions), our job is to create a portfolio that
matches your risk preference and obtains the highest likely return available for that degree of risk.
This is an elusive goal and no one ever reaches the magic "efficient frontier," but this is our mission,
and we work hard to achieve it for you.
4. Rebalance your portfolio: Portfolios will "drift" over time as some market segments outperform
others. This makes it necessary to rebalance your portfolio to bring allocations back into line with your
initial goals. This is an important element of our service. We review quarterly and then rebalance if
the portfolios are outside the asset allocation guidelines described in our Investment Policy Statement.
Without rebalancing, you can easily find yourself holding an investment portfolio that is considerably
different from what you thought you had (as many mutual fund investors have found).
5. Keep abreast of your needs: Your needs and desires will change over time as you grow older, pass
milestones in your life, or have unexpected changes in your financial environment. We respond to
your changes in the same way as we construct your initial investment portfolio: without additional fees
and with complete objectivity. We also keep you current. The investment world is continually
changing, with new advances in academic research and financial instruments. We incorporate these
changes into our portfolio when we are convinced they will benefit our clients.
At Elliott Cove we believe in the efficiency of financial markets and design our portfolios to take
advantage of this efficiency. However, we go beyond simply picking a single index, and construct
portfolios that combine different segments of the market to diversify your investments -- while striving
for greater returns and lower costs. The result is a sound, intelligent and objective way to manage your
investments.
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Item 5 – Fees and Compensation
Elliott Cove Basic Fee Schedule:
Elliott Cove provides its investment management services for a fee that is based on a percentage of
assets under management. In those cases where the client is referred to us, variations may be made
depending on the relationship between Elliott Cove and the adviser or broker introducing the client.
Any such variation is disclosed and agreed to in the clients’ Investment Advisory Contract. Fees are
generally not negotiable, but exceptions may be made in special circumstances. Minimum account size
is $25,000, although Elliott Cove reserves the right to accept accounts lower than our minimum account
size. The fees for advisory services are payable quarterly in arrears to Elliott Cove and will be based on
the average daily balance of the account, including cash, for the previous quarter or fraction thereof.
Standard payment of asset management fees is by automatic deduction from the account.
Account Opening Fee:
Each account will be assessed an opening fee of $50.00. Such fee will be deducted by the custodian
from the initial investment funding of the account.
The initial account investment and all subsequent additions will be invested in a money market fund
upon receipt by the Custodian for the benefit of the investor, pending transfer to Elliott Cove
portfolio(s). The Custodian will invest the funds into the selected Elliott Cove portfolio(s) on or before
the first Elliott Cove regularly scheduled trading day following receipt of funds by the Custodian.
Portfolio trades are processed at least weekly, and in all cases will occur within five business days
following receipt of funds by Custodian.
The maximum annual basic advisory fee structure for accounts is tiered and is currently:
Assets Managed*

Maximum Annual Fee

First $100,000
Next $150,000
Next $750,000
Assets over $1,000,000

1.65%
1.50%
1.25%
1.00%

* Minimum account size is $25,000
When the account size exceeds $100,000, the maximum Annual Fee will decrease from 1.65% to 1.50%
for the first $250,000.
A client may cancel his or her Investment Advisory Contract at any time by providing Elliott Cove
with a 30-day prior written notice executed by all owners of the account. A client may withdraw from
this contract without penalty or fees within 5 business days of receipt of his or her Investment
Advisory Contract.
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Clients should be aware that mutual funds whose shares are held in client accounts pay advisory and
other fees and expenses out of the funds’ assets. These are referred to as operating expenses by mutual
fund companies. These operating expenses are charged by the mutual fund companies regardless of
which Investment Advisor you select and are assessed by and for the benefit of the mutual fund
company. Elliott Cove does not share in any fees assessed by mutual fund companies.
NOTICE TO INVESTOR
IMPACT OF FIXED FEES
Our minimum account size is $25,000, however we reserve the right to accept accounts below the
minimum account size. As an investor, you should be aware of the impact of fixed fees on account
balances below the $25,000 minimum.
The Elliott Cove Advisory Fee for assets up to $100,000 is 1.65% per year. The actual dollar amount in
fees is adjusted according to the account balance. Elliott Cove does charge a one-time $50 account
opening fee.
The Trust Company of America Custodial Fee (“TCA”) is .22% per year or $50 a year whichever is
greater. In addition, should you close your account within one year, TCA will assess a $100
termination charge (not reflected in the table below).
Below is a table reflecting the total dollar impact of these combined fees and the concomitant effect the
fees have on the account expressed as Combined Fee %.
Invested
Amount
$25,000.00
$24,000.00
$23,000.00
$22,000.00
$21,000.00
$20,000.00
$19,000.00
$18,000.00
$17,000.00
$16,000.00
$15,000.00
$14,000.00
$13,000.00
$12,000.00
$11,000.00
$10,000.00
$9,000.00
$8,000.00
$7,000.00
$6,000.00

TCA Custodial
Fee
$55.00
$52.80
$50.60
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00

Elliott Cove
Advisory Fee
$412.50
$396.00
$379.50
$363.00
$346.50
$330.00
$313.50
$297.00
$280.50
$264.00
$247.50
$231.00
$214.50
$198.00
$181.50
$165.00
$148.50
$132.00
$115.50
$99.00

Elliott Cove
Account Opening
Fee
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
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First Year
Combined Fee
%
2.07%
2.08%
2.09%
2.10%
2.13%
2.15%
2.18%
2.21%
2.24%
2.28%
2.32%
2.36%
2.42%
2.48%
2.56%
2.65%
2.76%
2.90%
3.08%
3.32%

Post First Year
Combined Fee %
1.87%
1.87%
1.87%
1.88%
1.89%
1.90%
1.91%
1.93%
1.94%
1.96%
1.98%
2.01%
2.03%
2.07%
2.10%
2.15%
2.21%
2.28%
2.36%
2.48%

Invested
Amount

TCA Custodial
Fee

Elliott Cove
Advisory Fee

$5,000.00
$4,000.00
$3,000.00
$2,000.00
$1,000.00
$900.00
$800.00
$700.00
$600.00
$500.00
$400.00
$300.00
$200.00
$100.00

$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00

$82.50
$66.00
$49.50
$33.00
$16.50
$14.85
$13.20
$11.55
$9.90
$8.25
$6.60
$4.95
$3.30
$1.65

Elliott Cove
Account Opening
Fee
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00

First Year
Combined Fee
%
3.65%
4.15%
4.98%
6.65%
11.65%
12.76%
14.15%
15.94%
18.32%
21.65%
26.65%
34.98%
51.65%
101.65%

Post First Year
Combined Fee %
2.65%
2.90%
3.32%
4.15%
6.65%
7.21%
7.90%
8.79%
9.98%
11.65%
14.15%
18.32%
26.65%
51.65%

Elliott Cove Institutional Retirement Fee Schedule:
Elliott Cove also provides investment management services to institutional retirement programs for a
fee that is based on a percentage of assets under management. In those cases where the retirement
program is referred to us, variations in allocation of the fee may be made depending on the
relationship between Elliott Cove and the adviser or broker introducing the client. Any such variation
is disclosed and agreed to in the retirement program’s Investment Advisory Contract. Fees generally
are not negotiable, but exceptions may be made in special circumstances. There is no minimum
account size since Elliott Cove does work with start-up retirement programs. Depending on the third
party administrator employed by a plan sponsor, fees may be billed and assessed on a quarterly basis
either in arrears or in advance. Fees payable in arrears for advisory services will be based on the end of
quarter balance of the account, including cash, for the previous quarter. Fees payable in advance for
advisory services will be determined on the following basis: As of the origination date of the account,
the fee for the initial quarterly period, payable in advance, will be based upon the opening valuation of
the account, including cash and cash equivalents, and will be billed on a pro-rata basis for the number
of days remaining in the quarter. The fee at the beginning of the next calendar quarter will be billed in
advance based on the end of quarter balance of the account for the previous quarter, including cash.
Subsequent quarterly management fees, calculated based on last end of quarter balance as just
described, will be deducted from the account. Standard payment of asset management fees is by
automatic deduction from the account.
The maximum annual retirement program fee for accounts is currently stepped and is:
Assets Managed Maximum Annual Fee
$ 0 to $ 250,000
1.25%
$ 250,001 to $ 500,000
0.90%
$ 500,001 to $ 750,000
0.80%
$ 750,001 to $1,000,000
0.70%
$1,000,001+
0.60%
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A retirement plan may cancel its Investment Advisory Contract by providing Elliott Cove with 30-days
prior written notice executed by the trustee (or equivalent) of the plan. The account may be liquidated
or transferred in less than 30-days. However, the notice period will serve as the basis for the
computation of any pro-rata refund that may be due on any unused portion of a prepaid quarterly
management fee or in calculating advisory fees that may yet be due in the case of fees paid in arrears.
A client may withdraw from this contract without penalty or fees within 5 business days of receipt of
its Investment Advisory Contract.
Retirement program participants should be aware that mutual funds whose shares are held in client
accounts pay advisory and other fees and expenses out of the fund’s assets. These are referred to as
operating expenses by mutual fund companies. These operating expenses are charged by the mutual
fund companies regardless of which Investment Advisor you select and are assessed by and for the
benefit of the mutual fund company. Elliott Cove does not share in any fees assessed by mutual fund
companies.

Item 6 – Performance-Based Fees and Side-By-Side Management
Elliott Cove does not charge performance-based fees.

Item 7 – Types of Clients
Elliott Cove provides advisory services to the following types of clients:





Individuals
Pension and profit sharing plans
Trusts, estates, or charitable organizations
Corporations or business entities other than those listed above

Minimum account size is $25,000, although Elliott Cove reserves the right to accept accounts lower
than our minimum account size.

Item 8 – Methods of Analysis, Investment Strategies and Risk of Loss
No investment is free of risks. Current and prospective Elliott Cove customers are cautioned that
investments in securities involve risk of loss, including the possibility of a complete loss of the amount
invested. All investors should be prepared to bear these risks. One of Elliott Cove's foremost priorities
is to ensure clients understand the investment risks they choose to take and help them select
investment strategies that are appropriate for their risk tolerance.
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Investment Policy for Elliott Cove Portfolios
Purpose and Philosophy
This policy sets forth the philosophy, rules and guidelines underlying the development and ongoing
management of the Elliott Cove Capital Management investment portfolios described in more detail
further on in this Item 8 (the “Elliott Cove Portfolios”). It begins with a broad review of the Elliott
Cove philosophy, and then details the specific information regarding portfolio creation and
maintenance. This policy statement also includes the specific asset class allocation selections and the
ranges that Elliott Cove uses in its diversification process.
The defining feature of the Elliott Cove Portfolios is that they are constructed using investment
products that include, but are not limited to, load and no-load index-type mutual funds, (including
both open-end and closed-end funds), exchange traded funds (“ETFs”), or other products in a process
we term Disciplined Asset Allocation. This process is based on the efficient market hypothesis - that
financial markets are highly efficient and it is extremely difficult in the long run to "beat" them. We
make this work for our clients, rather than attempting to circumvent it.
Disciplined Asset Allocation uses principles of diversification to lower risk, while attempting to
achieve superior risk-adjusted returns. Diversification, in this process, means more than simply a
collection of unrelated securities; it means carefully constructed portfolios designed to achieve
favorable risk-return characteristics by combining asset classes and styles in a controlled manner. We
then monitor and alter (rebalance) the Elliott Cove Portfolios to keep them in line with their original
risk parameters, hence the term "disciplined." Our goal is to achieve long term superior returns, per
unit of risk, with the risk level determined by our clients.
This Policy translates these principles into specific portfolio characteristics. By being rigorous and welldefined in our asset management process, Elliott Cove attempts to ensure that the risk parameters and
portfolio characteristics will not "drift" over time from their original intent. It is a major characteristic
of our portfolios that we concentrate first upon risk, with returns following from the specific risk
profile and market behavior of different asset classes. This contrasts sharply with investment
management styles that focus on returns, allowing risk to shift from the original profile of the portfolio
in the search for higher returns.
Responsibilities
1. Elliott Cove has an Investment Committee appointed by its Board. The Investment Committee is
responsible for establishment and amendment of the Investment Policy Statement; for setting the
Elliott Cove Portfolio objectives, risk ranges and asset allocation ranges; for establishing a rebalancing
policy; and for the selection of investment managers for the Elliott Cove Portfolios, as appropriate.
Any significant change to the Elliott Cove Portfolios, including acceptance of the data that prompted
the changes, must be approved by the Investment Committee and adopted as Investment Policy.
Amendments to the Investment Policy Statement must be approved by a majority of the committee
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members in attendance at a duly called Elliott Cove Investment Committee meeting and submitted to
the Board of Elliott Cove in writing. Current members of the Investment Committee are:
J. James Gallagher
Victor Ruiz
Ralph Chiocco
Willi Schatz
2. The Elliott Cove Portfolios will be managed by professional investment managers registered under
the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, as amended (the “Advisers Act”). These investment managers
(the "Managers") will have the responsibility and discretion for day-to-day investment decisions
regarding the Elliott Cove Portfolios’ assets assigned to them including specific security selection and
timing of purchases and sells.
3. Elliott Cove will employ a professional corporate custodian (the "Custodian") to hold funds of Elliott
Cove clients. The Custodian will have the responsibility for safekeeping cash and securities, collections
and disbursements, and providing account statements as instructed.
Portfolio Objectives and Asset Class Ranges
The Elliott Cove Portfolios have been constructed with guidelines that govern the risk profile of each
portfolio and its on-going management. These guidelines are in place to ensure that the Elliott Cove
Portfolios will continue to hold to their original intent with similar risk in relation to the market, using
the standard deviation of the S&P 500 over the preceding 10 years as the risk benchmark. (Please Note:
the dividend adjusted S&P 500 Index is presented solely to provide a tool for judging the risk and
returns of the Elliott Cove Portfolios relative to this widely recognized market indicator. Due to
substantial differences between the S&P 500 Index and the Elliott Cove Portfolios’ composition, the
Index is not intended to be used as a performance benchmark for the Elliott Cove Portfolios.)
Changes in a standard Elliott Cove Portfolio will be made if:
1. The risk of the portfolio drifts outside the policy boundaries;
2. A new investment vehicle becomes available with characteristics Elliott Cove considers superior to
one or more of the components of the portfolio;
3. Advances in research dictate that a change can markedly improve the risk-reward characteristics of
the portfolio;
4. The specific investment goals and desires of individual clients warrant changes in a custom portfolio.
Elliott Cove does not make changes in reaction to short term activity in equity and fixed income
markets, although clients are free to change their portfolios (standard) or portfolio composition
(custom) in response to their perceptions of market risk and other factors.
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The goal at Elliott Cove is to obtain for our investors the largest possible return with the lowest amount
of risk. We believe that this is best achieved through the use of asset-class index type mutual funds,
not through individual stock picking or market timing.
Selecting the appropriate weightings for the Portfolios consists of using combinations of asset classes to
move the Portfolios toward what Modern Portfolio Theory terms the “efficient frontier.” Within this
process, it is important to analyze data over long periods of time to reach meaningful conclusions
about the risk-return profile of various asset classes since the profiles can be, and usually are,
significantly different over sub-intervals. Because no one can forecast what the particular returns of an
asset class will be over a short period of time, it is preferable to base portfolio management on longterm statistical relationships and forego attempts to catch short-term swings through market timing.
It is apparent from research spanning 70 years of historical market performance, done with crosssectional analysis of international markets, that there is a clear enhancement of equity market returns
by focusing on small cap versus large cap stocks. However, this benefit comes at the price of higher
volatility, i.e. risk. This latter point underscores the need to diversify broadly to capture the greater
returns while mitigating the risk associated with doing so. Large cap stocks behave differently from
the small cap asset class and their inclusion reduces portfolio risk (volatility) by capturing the uncorrelated returns of the different classes.
In all our Elliott Cove Portfolios we have included a portion allocated to real estate as this provides
both diversification from equities and what have been solid returns over the past several decades.
Many investors do not have exposure to real estate in their mutual funds or managed accounts, but we
believe there is a clear benefit from having an exposure to this key asset class.
We also maintain an exposure to foreign equities in selected Elliott Cove Portfolios. By including
foreign equities, the portfolios are given exposure to areas not solely dependent on the U.S. market,
thereby providing a further level of diversification. At the same time, foreign equities are limited since
risk exposure quickly increases with concentration.
The Investment Committee will set a target allocation for each asset class, within the range set out in
our Investment Policy. The Committee will meet periodically to review the target allocation, and
adjust the targets when deemed appropriate.
Portfolio Construction
Elliott Cove Portfolio construction adopts the underlying research of the "Fama-French Three Factor
Model," a large body of academic research that identifies three factors that determine portfolio risk and
performance: Market movements, the size factor (small cap stocks outperform large cap stocks), and
the value factor (value stocks outperform growth stocks). We believe that use of this methodology
combined with high efficiency, low cost index type portfolios provides more consistent risk and return
characteristics within a portfolio than market timing or stock picking alternatives. We accept and
embrace the efficient market hypothesis and work to provide superior portfolios to our clients within
the three factor framework.
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Fama-French showed that it is advantageous to over-weight in small cap stocks - especially small cap
value - for the more aggressive portfolios, as returns on small cap stocks are superior over the long
term. In addition, their research demonstrates that an emphasis on value stocks, both small and large
cap, rewards investors with greater returns. As a result, the equity portions of Elliott Cove Portfolios
emphasize small cap and value stocks, especially in the more aggressive portfolios. When properly
diversified, Elliott Cove believes that these will provide investors with the greatest potential for
achieving superior returns.
In fixed income investments we only use medium to short term instruments. Many studies have shown
that bonds with longer maturities provide minimal return advantages while introducing additional
and unnecessary risk.
The equity portions of Elliott Cove Portfolios are comprised primarily of index-like funds to provide
structured allocation of various asset classes to generate the desired risk-return profile and ultimate
portfolio composition. Enhanced index funds may be used as well. A large universe of securities may
be used in the process, including, but not limited to those of the Dimensional Fund Advisors (“DFA”),
Vanguard Index Funds, Barclay (iShares), and State Street ETFs. In addition, customized Elliott Cove
portfolios may contain individual equities, fixed income or other securities to meet specific client
needs.
The company’s current core portfolios are comprised of DFA asset class funds. Extensive back testing
was performed using data covering the past 30+ years (20+ years for the Elliott Cove Capital
Preservation Portfolio) to determine the specific combination of index type funds that we believe will
generate the best return for the lowest levels of risk. Combining broad asset classes reduces risk
through extensive diversification, while allowing the risk (measured by standard deviation) to be
controlled over time. It is important that investors realize that the risk-return profile of an Elliot Cove
Portfolio (or any portfolio) is a statistical concept over time - during any particular interval, the
performance of a portfolio will deviate from its long term trend performance.
Consistent with the Elliott Cove philosophy is the idea of not taking unnecessary risk; that is, if there is
not a concomitant increase in expected returns, or decrease in risk, by adding an asset class, that asset
class is eliminated from consideration. We also seek to limit the overlap commonly found with many
mutual funds and investment portfolios. Overlap refers to the fact that many portfolio managers use
mutual funds and stocks that are very similar in nature, which limits real diversification in spite of a
large number of securities in the portfolio.
The Investment Committee will review the target allocations on an annual basis and adjust the
allocation if the committee deems it to be appropriate.
Rebalancing
The Elliott Cove Portfolios are designed to maintain general risk characteristics relative to pre-selected
standards, typically measured in terms of standard deviation. In order to monitor and maintain the
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risk profile of each portfolio, the Elliott Cove Investment Committee will review the asset class
composition of the portfolios on at least a quarterly basis and rebalance the portfolios as necessary.
The decision to rebalance an Elliott Cove Portfolio involves consideration of several factors, including
transaction costs and tax implications. Complete rebalancing back to the target may not be the most
efficient way to rebalance when considering the transaction costs to the client. Rebalancing is efficient
when the marginal cost of rebalancing is less than the marginal benefit. When using omnibus
securities trading services, such as those available to Elliott Cove through Trust Company of America,
the cost to sell and purchase securities is spread over the aggregate portfolio and is absorbed by Elliott
Cove. Therefore, trading costs are not charged to the individual client’s portfolio and not a factor
when considering whether to rebalance.
An additional consideration is the tax implication to regular custodial accounts. The rebalancing
routine necessitates the sale of asset classes that exceed the target and the purchase of asset classes that
are below the target at the time of rebalance. Therefore, the sale of securities in a taxable account may
result in a capital gain to the investor; leading to potential negative tax consequences.
Rebalancing Routine on Regular Custodial Accounts
For regular custodial (taxable) portfolios, due to possible tax implications, allocations within the
custodial accounts will be allowed to fluctuate within an established range. Typically, the portfolios
will be rebalanced when the allocation is outside of the range. The reallocation will typically be to a
point halfway between the target allocation and the trigger point (the absolute value of the relative
variance from the target allocation). Rebalancing halfway back to target will provide the majority of
the benefits of rebalancing and also reduce the overall costs and tax implications with asset class sales.
This methodology will also allow for fluctuations that routinely occur in asset class allocations within a
prescribed range around the target without forcing an asset class sale back to the targeted allocation
percentage.
Rebalancing on Retirement Accounts
If the portfolio is a retirement account or other type of tax qualified program, any taxes on gains are
deferred until funds are withdrawn by the client. Since there are no significant transaction costs or tax
implications in rebalancing retirement accounts, these portfolios may be rebalanced to the target
allocations on a quarterly basis. The Investment Committee will review the portfolios quarterly and
determine the appropriate rebalancing.
Frequency of Review and Rebalancing of Regular Custodial Accounts
The asset class allocation will be reviewed at least quarterly and rebalanced whenever the relative
variances have been exceeded. No rebalancing would occur if cash flows would bring the portfolio
below the trigger points within the following 30-day period.
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From a risk control viewpoint, the most important relationship to maintain is the allocation between
fixed income and equity. This is because the standard deviation of the equity asset classes is higher
than the standard deviation of the fixed income allocation and an increased allocation to equity will
increase the portfolio’s risk level. A similar relationship exists between large and small cap, but not to
the degree of the difference between equity and fixed income.
The target ranges and trigger points will be set to maintain the Elliott Cove Portfolios’ risk levels
within the ranges for each of the portfolios. When the target allocation is adjusted, the trigger points
will also be adjusted.
Our Portfolios:
There are currently seven Elliott Cove Portfolios, with varying degrees of risk and associated potential
returns. They are:
All Equity Portfolio - The Elliott Cove All Equity Portfolio seeks to generate superior long term
returns proportionate with its higher risk profile. The portfolio is constructed from a universe of
Dimensional Fund Advisors (“DFA”) index type mutual funds and may, from time to time, include
other high quality index type funds. U.S. and foreign equities, along with real estate investments, are
combined to form a highly diversified portfolio for the investor with a tolerance for volatility higher
than the U.S. stock market as represented by the S&P 500.
The All Equity Portfolio is fully invested at all times and retains its targeted weighting through
periodic rebalancing. The portfolio is reviewed quarterly to ensure that it maintains its targeted risk
profile and investment purpose in an environment of continually changing financial market and equity
performance. Trading in the portfolio is limited, but alterations are made periodically in light of new
research findings, rebalancing and new index fund availability.
Elliott Cove's All Equity Portfolio is appropriate for investors with a relatively high risk tolerance and a
time horizon of 10 years or longer. Over time, the All Equity Portfolio can be expected to exhibit
greater volatility, along with potentially higher returns, than the other Elliott Cove Portfolios. The All
Equity Portfolio has upside potential for those who are able to commit their investments for a longer
time period and are able and willing to accept significant volatility over the investment cycle.
Aggressive Portfolio - The Elliott Cove Aggressive Portfolio seeks to generate superior long term
returns proportionate with its higher risk profile. The portfolio is constructed from a universe of DFA
index type mutual funds and may, from time to time, include other high quality index type funds.
These funds consist of U.S. and foreign equities, fixed income, and real estate investments. They are
combined to form a highly diversified portfolio for the investor with a tolerance for volatility slightly
higher than the U.S. stock market as represented by the S&P 500.
The Aggressive Portfolio is fully invested at all times and retains its targeted weighting through
periodic rebalancing. The portfolio is reviewed quarterly to ensure that it maintains its targeted risk
profile and investment purpose in an environment of continually changing financial market and equity
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performance. Trading in the portfolio is limited, but alterations are made periodically in light of new
research findings, rebalancing and new index fund availability.
Elliott Cove's Aggressive Portfolio is appropriate for investors with a moderate to high risk tolerance
and a time horizon of 10 years or longer. Over time, the Aggressive Portfolio can be expected to
exhibit greater volatility, along with potentially higher returns, than Elliott Cove’s Moderate, Core
Allocation, Balanced, Conservative and Capital Preservation Portfolios. The Aggressive Portfolio has
upside potential for those who are able to commit their investments for a longer time period and are
able and willing to accept volatility of returns over the investment cycle.
Moderate Portfolio - The Elliott Cove Moderate Portfolio seeks to generate returns comparable to
those of the S&P 500 while incurring less risk than the index. The portfolio is constructed from a
universe of DFA index type mutual funds and may, from time to time, include other high quality index
type funds and money market funds. These funds consist of U.S. and foreign equities, fixed income,
and real estate investments. They are combined to form a highly diversified portfolio for the investor
with a tolerance for volatility significantly less than the U.S. stock market as represented by the S&P
500.
The Moderate Portfolio is fully invested at all times and retains its targeted weighting through periodic
rebalancing. The portfolio is reviewed quarterly to ensure that it maintains its targeted risk profile and
investment purpose in an environment of continually changing financial market and index fund
availability.
Elliott Cove’s Moderate Portfolio is appropriate for investors that have a moderate risk tolerance and a
time horizon of five years or longer. Over time, the Moderate Portfolio can be expected to exhibit
greater volatility, along with potentially higher returns, than Elliott Cove’s Capital Preservation,
Conservative, Balanced and Core Allocation Portfolios, but less volatility and lower returns than the
Aggressive and All Equity Portfolios.
Core Allocation Portfolio - The Elliott Cove Core Allocation Portfolio is designed to provide a
traditional institutional type mix of approximately 60% equities (including REITs) and 40% fixed
income. This portfolio seeks to generate returns near the S&P 500 but with a risk level of
approximately two-thirds of the index. The portfolio is constructed from a universe of DFA index type
mutual funds and may, from time to time, include other high quality index type funds and money
market funds. These funds consist of U.S. and foreign equities, fixed income, and real estate
investments. They are combined to form a highly diversified portfolio for the investor with a tolerance
for volatility less than the U.S. stock market as represented by the S&P 500.
The Core Allocation Portfolio is fully invested at all times and retains its targeted weighting through
periodic rebalancing. The portfolio is reviewed quarterly to ensure that it maintains its targeted risk
profile and investment purpose in an environment of continually changing financial market and equity
performance. Trading in the portfolio is limited, but alterations are made periodically in light of new
research findings, rebalancing and new index fund availability.
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Elliott Cove's Core Allocation Portfolio is appropriate for investors with a moderate risk tolerance and
a time horizon of three to five years. Over time, the Core Allocation Portfolio can be expected to
exhibit greater volatility, along with potentially higher returns, than Elliott Cove’s Balanced,
Conservative and Capital Preservation Portfolios but less volatility and lower returns than the
Moderate, Aggressive and All Equity Portfolios.
Balanced Portfolio - The Elliott Cove Balanced Portfolio seeks to generate moderate returns over the
long term at a risk significantly below that of the S&P 500 (approximately one-third). The portfolio is
constructed from a universe of DFA index type mutual funds and may, from time to time, include
other high quality index type funds and money market funds. Fixed income investments are combined
with U.S and foreign equities and real estate investments with the intent of lowering the volatility of
the portfolio, while attaining greater upside potential than a bond-only investment. The portfolio is
highly diversified and is designed to have excellent risk-reward characteristics.
The Balanced Portfolio is fully invested at all times and retains its targeted weighting through periodic
rebalancing. The portfolio is reviewed quarterly to ensure that it maintains its targeted risk profile and
investment purpose in an environment of continually changing financial market and equity
performance. Trading in the portfolio is limited, but alterations are made periodically in light of new
research findings, rebalancing and new index fund availability.
Elliott Cove’s Balanced Portfolio is appropriate for investors who are risk adverse, and have a time
horizon of three years or more. In volatile and bearish market conditions, the Balanced Portfolio can be
expected to exhibit lower volatility then all but the Elliott Cove Conservative and Capital Preservation
Portfolios. Its long term returns are not expected to match those of the more aggressive Elliott Cove
Portfolios.
Conservative Portfolio - The Elliott Cove Conservative Portfolio seeks to generate greater returns over
the long term than traditional bank CD’s or government bonds while incurring minimal risk. The
portfolio is constructed from a universe of DFA index type mutual funds and may, from time to time,
include other high quality index type funds and money market funds. Fixed income and real estate
investments are combined with a limited amount of equity investments with the intent of providing
low risk for the portfolio, but with greater upside potential than a bond-only investment. The portfolio
is highly diversified and is designed to have excellent risk-reward characteristics.
The Conservative Portfolio is fully invested at all times and retains its targeted weighting through
periodic rebalancing. The portfolio is reviewed quarterly to ensure that it maintains its targeted risk
profile and investment purpose in an environment of continually changing financial market and equity
performance. Trading in the portfolio is limited, but alterations are made periodically in light of new
research findings, rebalancing and new index fund availability.
Elliott Cove’s Conservative Portfolio is appropriate for investors who are risk adverse, or have a time
horizon of one year or more. In volatile and bearish market conditions, the Conservative Portfolio can
be expected to exhibit lower volatility than all of the Elliott Cove Portfolios except for the Capital
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Preservation Portfolio. Its long term returns are not expected to match those of the more aggressive
Elliott Cove Portfolios.
Capital Preservation Portfolio - The Elliott Cove Capital Preservation Portfolio seeks to preserve the
principal investment while providing some upside potential relative to CD’s or Money Market Funds.
The portfolio is constructed from a universe of DFA mutual funds and may, from time to time, include
other high quality index type funds. Short term fixed income and real estate investments are combined
with a limited amount of equity investments with the intent of providing very low risk for this
portfolio, but with some upside potential over a bond-only investment.
The Capital Preservation Portfolio is fully invested at all times and retains its targeted weighting
through periodic rebalancing. The portfolio is reviewed quarterly to ensure that it maintains its
targeted risk profile and investment purpose in an environment of continually changing financial
market and equity performance. Trading in the portfolio is limited, but alterations are made
periodically in light of new research findings, rebalancing and new index fund availability.
Elliott Cove's Capital Preservation Portfolio is appropriate for investors whose priority is preserving
principal while still providing some upside potential. This portfolio is appropriate for investors with a
time horizon of less than one year as well as those with a very low risk tolerance. In volatile and
bearish market conditions, the Capital Preservation Portfolio can be expected to exhibit the lowest
volatility of the Elliott Cove Portfolios.

Item 9 – Disciplinary Information
Like other registered investment advisers, Elliott Cove is required to disclose all material facts
regarding any legal or disciplinary events that would materially impact a customer's evaluation of
Elliott Cove or the integrity of Elliott Cove's management. No events have occurred at Elliott Cove that
are applicable to this item.

Item 10 – Other Financial Industry Activities and Affiliations
Elliott Cove Insurance Agency LLC (Agency) is a wholly owned subsidiary of Elliott Cove Capital
Management. The Agency currently employs certain employees of:





Northrim Bank in Alaska,
Timberland Bank in Washington,
Coastal Community Bank in Washington and
Mountain Pacific Bank in Washington

as Agents. These employees are dual employees in that they are employees of Elliott Cove and the
banks simultaneously. Elliott Cove does not pay any of these employees for their insurance activity.
These employees may receive a portion of the commission paid to the respective banks.
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The above relationships may give rise to conflicts of interest, or the appearance of conflicts of interest.
This Agency has been formed for the purpose of offering an insurance and annuities program to
financial institution clients of Elliott Cove. The Agency relies on managerial and administrative
support from Elliott Cove.
Neither Elliott Cove nor any of its management persons is registered or has an application pending to
register as a broker‐dealer, futures commission merchant, commodity pool operator, commodity
trading adviser, or associated person of the foregoing, and Elliott Cove does not anticipate such
affiliations in the future. However, one of our employees William Schatz is a Registered
Representative of a broker-dealer not related to Elliott Cove.

Item 11 – Code of Ethics
A copy of our Code of Ethics will be provided to any client or prospective client upon request.
Section 204A of the Advisers Act requires every registered investment adviser to establish, maintain
and enforce written policies and procedures reasonably designed to prevent the misuse of material,
nonpublic information by the adviser or by any person associated with the adviser. Elliott Cove
requires prompt internal reporting of any violations of this section to its Chief Compliance Officer.
Elliott Cove usually purchases and sells shares of registered mutual funds for its clients. In this case,
trading activity generated by inside information cannot affect the price of shares of a mutual fund
because the daily market price of a fund’s shares is determined by the net asset value of the fund’s
portfolio, not by the volume of trading in those shares. However, Elliott Cove may also engage in the
purchase and sale of ETFs. Trading of ETFs can be affected by inside information.
Trading activity generated by inside information can affect the price of publicly traded shares of
mutual fund sponsors, investment advisers, administrators and distributors. Accordingly, Elliott Cove
has adopted policies and procedures that are designed to detect and prevent the misuse by Elliott Cove
or by any person associated with Elliott Cove of material, nonpublic information concerning publicly
traded mutual fund sponsors, advisers, administrators and distributors.
These policies and procedures are also designed to detect and prevent actual and potential conflicts of
interest that may arise if Elliott Cove or any person associated with Elliott Cove has an interest in
securities that are recommended for purchase or sale by Elliott Cove clients.
Every Elliott Cove director, officer and employee is required to read these policies and procedures and
to certify, by signing and returning an acknowledgment page to Elliott Cove’s Chief Compliance
Officer, that he or she will comply with those policies and procedures.
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Disclosure of Conflicts of Interest
a) Every Elliott Cove director, officer and employee must inform the Chief Compliance Officer within
24 hours of finalizing any business arrangement with a mutual fund sponsor, adviser, administrator or
distributor, including any arrangement entered into by a company or entity controlled by that director,
officer or employee.
b) If that arrangement is with the sponsor, adviser, administrator or distributor of a fund that is
recommended for purchase or sale by Elliott Cove clients, Elliott Cove’s federal and state registration
must be amended immediately to disclose that potential conflict of interest.
c) In addition, Elliott Cove’s brochure and any other advertising or sales literature sent to clients and
prospective clients must be amended immediately to disclose the potential conflict of interest.
Personal Securities Trading
a) Under rule 204A-1 of the Adviser’s Act, certain supervised persons, called "access persons," are
required to report their personal securities transactions and holdings. An access person is a supervised
person who has access to nonpublic information regarding clients’ purchase or sale of securities, is
involved in making securities recommendations to clients or who has access to such recommendations
that are nonpublic. Dual Employees are not regarded as access persons. Dual Employees do not have
access to nonpublic information regarding Elliott Cove Portfolios nor do they take part in making
securities recommendations as it pertains to the composition of our Portfolios. These functions are
contained within the Elliott Cove Investment Committee and not made public until communicated by
the Committee. Rule 204A-1 (a)(3). Section 202(a)(25) of the Advisers Act [15 U.S.C. 80b-2(a)(25)]
defines "supervised person." An adviser’s supervised persons are its partners, officers, directors (or
other persons occupying a similar status or performing similar functions) and non-dual employees.
Every Elliott Cove director, officer and employee must report to the Chief Compliance Officer any
transactions affecting any securities transaction in which they, their families, or trusts of which they are
trustees or in which they have a beneficial interest, acquire an interest in an issuer involved directly or
indirectly in the mutual fund industry.
b) Rule 204A-1 of the Adviser’s Act requires a complete report of each access person’s security
holdings, both at the time the person becomes an access person and at least once a year thereafter.
These security holding reports must be current as of a date not more than 45 days prior to the
individual becoming an access person or the date the report is submitted (annual report).
c) Each director, officer and employee, regardless of whether they have executed any transactions
mentioned in paragraph a) above, must submit a securities transaction log to the Compliance Officer
within thirty days after the end of each calendar quarter detailing transaction activity.
d) Three exceptions to personal securities reporting are allowed, two of which apply to Elliott Cove
and for which no reports are required by it:
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i. With respect to transactions effected pursuant to an automatic investment plan. Any
transaction that overrides the preset schedule or allocations of the automatic investment plan
must be included in a quarterly transaction report.
ii. With respect to securities held in accounts over which the access person had no direct or
indirect influence or control.
e) Each director, officer and employee is regarded as an "access person." Access persons must submit
holdings and transaction reports for "reportable securities" in which the access person has, or acquires,
any direct or indirect beneficial ownership. An access person is presumed to be a beneficial owner of
securities that are held by his or her immediate family members sharing the access person’s household.
Rule 204A-1 treats all securities as reportable securities, with five exceptions designed to exclude
securities that appear to present little opportunity for the type of improper trading that the access
person reports are designed to uncover:
i. Transactions and holding in direct obligations of the Government of the United States.
ii. Money market instruments, banker’s acceptances, bank certificates of deposit, commercial
paper, repurchase agreements and other high quality short-term debt instruments.
iii. Shares of money market funds.
iv. Transactions and holdings in shares of other types of mutual funds, unless Elliott Cove or a
control affiliate acts as the investment adviser or principal underwriter for the fund.
v. Transactions in units of a unit investment trust if the unit investment trust is invested
exclusively in unaffiliated mutual funds.
f) Elliott Cove requires access persons obtain prior approval from the Chief Compliance Officer before
investing in an initial public offering ("IPO") or private placement.
g) If the director, officer or employee has acquired an interest in an issuer that directly or indirectly
sponsors, advises, administers or distributes any mutual fund that is recommended for purchase or
sale to Elliott Cove clients, Elliott Cove’s federal and state registration files must be amended
immediately to disclose that interest. In addition, Elliott Cove’s brochure and other advertising or
sales literature sent to clients and prospective clients must be amended immediately to disclose the
interest.
Participation or Interest in Client Transactions
An employee of Elliott Cove may from time to time buy or sell shares of mutual funds that are also
purchased or sold for Elliott Cove clients. The nature and timing of such personal investment
transactions may differ from investment actions taken on behalf of any client, depending on their
respective investment goals. Elliott Cove does not discourage these purchases since the daily market
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price of a mutual fund’s share is determined by the net asset value of the fund’s portfolio, not by the
volume of trading in those shares. Client transactions are executed prior to acceptance of orders placed
on behalf of employees or related persons. These transactions are consistent with policies and
strategies recommended by the firm.
Gift Giving/Receiving
Elliott Cove employees may not give gifts to existing or potential customers of Elliott Cove. This action
could be construed as an inducement to do business with Elliott Cove or as a reward for customer
referrals. In either case, it becomes a form of fee sharing and the states in which we do business
require the recipient of any fee sharing arrangement to be a Registered Investment Advisor. The only
exception to this rule is a gift of Elliott Cove promotional materials of nominal value, i.e. coffee cups,
pens, letter openers, etc.
As a rule, Elliott Cove employees should not accept gifts from customers, unless it is a thank you gift of
nominal value. Travel is not a gift of nominal value. Receipt of any gift by an Elliott Cove employee
from a customer must be reported to the Elliott Cove Chief Compliance Officer within 24 hours.

Item 12 – Brokerage Practices
When an account is opened, Elliott Cove recommends Trust Company of America ("TCA") as the
custodian of the funds. Elliott Cove does not receive from TCA either (1) commissions or fees of any
sort or (2) research or other soft dollar benefits for this recommendation.
The following factors were taken into consideration in selecting TCA:
Asset Protection
Accountable for billions of dollars in assets, TCA ensures the safekeeping of client assets under custody
by managing, tracking, and holding title to the actual securities.
Strictly Regulated
As an FDIC insured depository institution, TCA complies with federal statutes and regulations
enforced with FDIC examinations. They are supervised and examined by the Colorado Division of
Banking and are bound by Colorado State Banking Commission regulations. They also utilize the
services of a third-party examiner who reviews their compliance with operating policies and internal
controls on an annual basis, and reports his findings to TCA's board of directors.
In addition, TCA is audited annually by an independent firm of certified public accountants to ensure
correct reporting of assets.
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Highly Insured
Customer assets at TCA are protected. Through their charter with the FDIC, investors’ cash deposits
are insured up to $250,000 per account. At the corporate level, TCA's insurance coverage includes $10
million for Financial Institutions Bond/Computer Crime, $15 million for Bankers Professional Liability,
and $10 million for Directors and Officers Liability. They operate from a secure facility with security
features that meet the requirements for a U.S. bank. In addition, each of their employees undergoes
thorough pre-employment screening and background checks.
Physical Security
TCA is headquartered in a secure facility that meets the requirements for a U.S. bank. TCA’s data
center and administrative centers are connected to emergency generators that provide backup power
in the event of a power outage.

Data Security
TCA is committed to providing a protected environment to ensure both complete data integrity and
the highest level of data information security. They achieve this secure environment primarily through
two key features:
Multi-Factor Authentication – For applications where users can update data or submit trades, TCA
uses a sophisticated security technique used to verify each user and the information that each user is
authorized to access. This ensures control over data accessibility.
Strong 128-Bit Encryption – 128-bit Secure Socket Layer (SSL) encryption protects data as it moves
across the Internet. TCA uses 128-bit SSL encryption and private keys from VeriSign Corporation, the
leader in Internet transaction security. VeriSign’s SSL encryption confirms the site’s authenticity and
encrypts data as it is transferred to the user’s computer each time a new screen is accessed. In essence,
when advisors or clients view account data or reports, the encryption makes those documents
unreadable to unwanted viewers.
Redundancy
TCA has off-site or secondary location recoverability with a premier provider of IT security and
infrastructure technologies to ensure uninterrupted service. Complete redundant capability for all
critical user applications was completed in the fall of 2009.
Privacy
TCA is committed to preserving the confidentiality of all information related to our clients. They will
not disclose any non-public personal information about clients or former clients, except as required by
law.
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They carefully restrict access to personal client account information to only those employees who
require that data to provide products or services. TCA maintains physical, electronic and procedural
safeguards to ensure the confidentiality of all non-public client information.
Elliott Cove has chosen TCA as the provider of custodian services because of the breadth of services
offered to our clients, and for their pricing, which is one of the most competitive in the market. Elliott
Cove clients are charged an annual custodial fee of the greater of $50 or 0.22% of assets under
management. This fee is payable quarterly in arrears and is based on the end of quarter balance of the
account, including cash, for the preceding quarter. In addition, TCA bills Elliott Cove clients the
following fees, as applicable:
Account Termination Fee:
IRA/SEP Trustee Fee:
Check Distribution Fee:
Re-Registration Fee on Transfers out:
Automated Clearing House Transfers:
Wire/Electronic Transfer Fee:
Returned Check Fee:
Canceled Check Fee:
Express Mail Fee:

$ 100.00 (within first year of account setup)
$ 25.00/year
$ 20.00/occurrence
$ 25.00/per position
Free of charge
$ 25.00/wire or transfer
$ 35.00/occurrence
$ 20.00/occurrence
$ 25.00/occurrence

Transaction fees for the buying or selling of DFA mutual funds are paid directly by Elliott Cove for the
life of the account, provided the trading of these mutual funds takes place on the normally scheduled
trading days. The client does not pay trading fees for normal trades in DFA Funds.

Item 13 – Review of Accounts
Customer accounts are reviewed monthly and quarterly. Reviews are triggered only by time elapsed
since last review or major shock to the market. Portfolios in tax qualified accounts will be rebalanced
quarterly in accordance with Investment Policy Statements. Portfolios in taxable accounts will be
rebalanced when accounts are outside the asset allocation ranges established in the Investment Policy
Statement.
Accounts to be reviewed will be distributed among the following individuals for review on a quarterly
basis: J. James Gallagher, Chairman; Ralph Chiocco Jr., President & Chief Compliance Officer; and
William J. Schatz, Vice President, Investments. Reviews will be conducted to ascertain if the Portfolios
are still in line with their prescribed allocation ranges. In addition, Elliott Cove employs Investment
Advisor Representatives in the states of Alaska and Washington. These Investment Advisor
Representatives are responsible for day to day communication with clients and communicating any
instructions they may receive from clients to the Elliott Cove main office. Other topics typically
covered during customer meetings are:
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Changes to investment objectives, which are likely to evolve over time;



Long‐term strategic financial targets, and how well they match up with the current asset
allocation;



Current customer financial situation;



Any other financial questions a customer may have.

Directly managed accounts receive quarterly reports indicating portfolio value and changes from
previous reporting period. In addition, customers receive a notification of billing on a quarterly basis.
All account holders receive quarterly statements from TCA and have access to their account positions
24 hours a day, seven days a week.

Item 14 – Client Referrals and Other Compensation
Elliott Cove also maintains relationships with non-affiliated banks employing select bank employees as
Investment Advisor Representatives. Like Northrim Bank, these employees are dual employees in that
they are employees of Elliott Cove and the banks simultaneously.
Elliott Cove does not pay any of the above dual employees for their investment advising activity.
Instead, pursuant to investment advisory services agreements, Elliott Cove pays the banks a portion of
its Advisory Fees for successfully acquired Elliott Cove clients according to the following rate schedule:
Assets Managed
First $100,000

Annual Fee
1.65%

Next $150,000

1.50%

Next $750,000

1.25%

Assets over $1,000,000

1.00%

Fee Rate Paid to Northrim Bank
45.9% of collected Advisory Fees paid to
Elliott Cove by Customers on such assets
45.9% of collected Advisory Fees paid to
Elliott Cove by Customers on such assets
Difference between (i) the applicable
Advisory Fee percentage, and (ii) 0.65%,
times the amount of such assets
Difference between (i) the applicable
Advisory Fee percentage, and (ii) 0.65%, times the
amount of such assets

When the account size exceeds $100,000, the maximum Annual Fee will decrease from 1.65% to 1.50%
for the first $250,000.
Clients referred to us through a bank are charged fees on the same basis as they would have been had
they not been referred through a bank and are not disadvantaged because of this referral program.
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Item 15 – Custody
Elliott Cove does not take possession of client money or securities, although Elliott Cove generally has
the authority to deduct its advisory fees from client accounts. TCA serves as custodian for all client
accounts, except those 401(k) accounts currently third party administered by Verisight, Northwest Plan
Services, Inc., Retirement Plan Consultants, LT Trust or Ascensus.
At least quarterly, customers receive account statements from the custodians that hold and maintain
their managed account assets.
Customers are responsible for reviewing these custodial statements and comparing them with account
information available on line as provided by TCA. On line access is available seven days a week, 24
hours a day.
Customers should contact Elliott Cove immediately if any discrepancies or errors are discovered.

Item 16 – Investment Discretion
All customer accounts are managed by Elliott Cove on a discretionary basis. When an account is
opened, the client signs a limited power of attorney giving Elliott Cove authority to direct the
execution of the purchase and sale of securities for the account in accordance with the client’s
investment objective(s) and risk tolerance. Each customer agrees to advise Elliott Cove, in writing, of
any restrictions that the customer wishes to impose on the management of customer's investments.
Elliott Cove, in turn, acknowledges that Client may impose reasonable restrictions on the management
of his, her or its account, and will manage the customer's account in accordance with all such
reasonable restrictions.

Item 17 – Voting Client Securities
Elliott Cove does not vote proxies for securities owned by customers or recommend how clients should
vote their proxies.
Customers receive their voting proxies directly from the mutual fund company DFA through TCA, the
custodian, by way of a third party distribution company.

Item 18 – Financial Information
Elliott Cove is not subject to or affected by any financial condition that is reasonably likely to impair its
ability to meet contractual and fiduciary commitments to clients. Elliott Cove has not been the subject
of a bankruptcy proceeding.
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ADV Part IIb
Item 1 – Cover Page

J. James Gallagher
Chairman
Elliott Cove Capital Management
1000 Second Avenue, Suite 1440
Seattle, WA 98104
206.267.2683
November 14, 2016
This brochure supplement provides information about J. James Gallagher that supplements the Elliott
Cove Capital Management brochure above. Please contact Ralph D. Chiocco Jr. at 206.267.2683 if you
did not receive a complete copy of Elliott Cove’s brochure or if you have any questions about the
contents of this supplement.
Additional information about J. James Gallagher is available on the SEC’s website at
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.

Item 2 – Educational Background and Business Experience
J. James Gallagher, JD
Year of Birth: 1938
Formal education after high school: Bachelor of Arts degree from Georgetown University and a Juris
Doctor degree from Columbus School of Law, Catholic University of America, both in Washington,
D.C.
Business background:
2011 to present: Chairman - Elliott Cove Capital Management
2003 to 2010:
Chairman & Chief Executive Officer - Elliott Cove Capital
Management
2002 to 2003:
Chairman - Elliott Cove Capital Management
1998 to 2002:
Vice-Chairman & Chief Executive Officer - Columbia Banking System

Item 3 – Disciplinary Information
Elliott Cove is required to disclose all material facts regarding any legal or disciplinary event that
would materially impact a client’s evaluation of J. James Gallagher. No events have occurred that are
applicable to this item.
Item 4 – Other Business Activities
Elliott Cove is required to disclose any outside business activities or occupation for compensation that
could potentially create a conflict of interest with clients.
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Elliott Cove Insurance Agency LLC (Agency) is a wholly owned subsidiary by Elliott Cove Capital
Management, owned by Cashel House Investments, LLC and Chiocco EC Investments.
Mr. J. James Gallagher is the manager and principal member of Cashel House Investments, LLC and is
the Chairman of Elliott Cove Capital Management.
This Agency has been formed for the purpose of offering an insurance and annuities program to
financial institution clients of Elliott Cove. The Agency relies on managerial and administrative
support from Elliott Cove.
Pacific Wealth Advisors, LLC, a Washington Limited Liability Company is a principal owner of Pacific
Portfolio Consulting, LLC, an investment advisory company in Seattle, Washington. Mr. Gallagher is a
partial owner of Pacific Wealth Advisors, LLC both directly and via Cashel House Investments.
Neither of the aforementioned outside business activities creates a conflict of interest with Elliott Cove
clients since Mr. Gallagher does not deal directly with Elliott Cove clients.

Item 5 – Additional Compensation
J. James Gallagher does not receive any compensation that is based, at least in part, on the number or
amount of sales, client referrals, or new accounts to Elliott Cove Capital Management.
Item 6 – Supervision
J. James Gallagher does not typically provide financial advice directly to clients. Mr. Gallagher is
supervised by Elliott Cove's Board of Directors. To reach Elliott Cove's Board of Directors, contact
Ralph Chiocco at 206-267-2683.

Item 1 – Cover Page

Ralph D. Chiocco Jr.
President
Elliott Cove Capital Management
1000 Second Avenue, Suite 1440
Seattle, WA 98104
206-267-2683
November 14, 2016
This brochure supplement provides information about Ralph D. Chiocco Jr. that supplements the
Elliott Cove Capital Management brochure above. Please contact J James Gallagher at 206-267-2683 if
you did not receive a complete copy of Elliott Cove’s brochure or if you have any questions about the
contents of this supplement.
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Additional information about Ralph D. Chiocco Jr. is available on the SEC’s website at
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.

Item 2 – Educational Background and Business Experience
Ralph D. Chiocco Jr.
Year of Birth: 1972
Formal education after high school: Bachelor of Arts degree from Spring Hill College in Mobile,
Alabama.
Business background:
2013 to present:
2003 to 2012:
1999 to 2003:

President, Elliott Cove Capital Management
Chief Operating Officer & Executive Vice President - Elliott Cove Capital
Management
Sales Leader - Wachovia Securities, LLC

Item 3 – Disciplinary Information
Elliott Cove is required to disclose all material facts regarding any legal or disciplinary event that
would materially impact a client’s evaluation of Ralph D. Chiocco Jr. No events have occurred that are
applicable to this item.
Item 4 – Other Business Activities
Elliott Cove is required to disclose any outside business activities or occupation for compensation that
could potentially create a conflict of interest with clients.
Elliott Cove Insurance Agency LLC (Agency) is a wholly owned subsidiary by Elliott Cove Capital
Management, owned by Cashel House Investments, LLC and Chiocco EC Investments.
Mr. Ralph Chiocco, Jr. is the manager and principal member of Chiocco EC Investments and is the
President of Elliott Cove Capital Management.
This Agency has been formed for the purpose of offering an insurance and annuities program to
financial institution clients of Elliott Cove. The Agency relies on managerial and administrative
support from Elliott Cove. In return for this support, the Agency pays Elliott Cove the costs of
providing the aforementioned support.

Item 5 – Additional Compensation
Ralph D. Chiocco Jr. does not receive economic benefits for providing advisory services, other than the
regular salary paid by Elliott Cove Capital Management, LLC.
Item 6 – Supervision
Ralph D. Chiocco Jr. does not typically provide financial advice directly to clients. Mr. Chiocco is
supervised by J. James Gallagher and can be contacted at 206-267-2683.
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Item 1 – Cover Page
November 14, 2016

William J. Schatz, CFP®
Vice President - Investments
Elliott Cove Capital Management
1000 Second Avenue, Suite 1440
Seattle, WA 98104
206-267-2683
November 14, 2016
This brochure supplement provides information about William J. Schatz that supplements the Elliott
Cove Capital Management brochure above. Please contact Ralph D. Chiocco Jr. at 206-267-2683 if you
did not receive a complete copy of Elliott Cove’s brochure or if you have any questions about the
contents of this supplement.
Additional information about William J. Schatz is available on the SEC’s website at
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.

Item 2 – Educational Background and Business Experience
William J. Schatz, CFP®
Year of Birth: 1963
Formal education after high school: Bachelor of Arts degree from Central Washington University,
Certified Financial Planner Education, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado.
Business background:
2003 to present:
2000 to present:

Vice President, Investments - Elliott Cove Capital Management
Registered Representative - Lincoln Investments

Professional designations held: CFP®
For an explanation of the minimum qualifications required for this designation, see pages 56 - 57.

Item 3 – Disciplinary Information
Elliott Cove is required to disclose all material facts regarding any legal or disciplinary event that
would materially impact a client’s evaluation of William J. Schatz. No events have occurred that are
applicable to this item.
Item 4 – Other Business Activities
Elliott Cove is required to disclose any outside business activities or occupation for compensation that
could potentially create a conflict of interest with clients. William J. Schatz is also a Registered
Representative with Lincoln Investments. His activities involve the sale of securities for which he is
paid a commission. Mr. Schatz's employment with Lincoln Investments may create a conflict of
interest with customers of Elliott Cove Capital Management. Mr. Schatz’s compensation is at an
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approximate rate, 33% greater for customers under Elliott Cove than he is paid for customers under the
broker-dealer.
In addition, Mr. Schatz is an insurance agent with Elliott Cove Insurance Agency. His activities as an
agent involve the sale of fixed annuities for which he is paid a commission. This activity may create a
conflict of interests with Elliott Cove Capital Management clients.

Item 5 – Additional Compensation
Mr. Schatz’s compensation from Elliott Cove is based on:





New customer accounts he acquires as a result of his own efforts,
401(k) revenue,
An override on new accounts opened by other investment advisor representatives in the field,
and
A percentage of net profit as a result of fee sharing with banks Elliott Cove does business with.

Item 6 – Supervision
William J. Schatz is supervised by Ralph D. Chiocco Jr. and can be contacted at 206-267-2683.

Item 1 – Cover Page

Aracelis Bell
Investment Advisor Representative
Elliott Cove Capital Management
1000 Second Avenue, Suite 1440
Seattle, WA 98104
206-267-2683
November 14, 2016
This brochure supplement provides information about Aracelis Bell that supplements the Elliott Cove
Capital Management brochure above. Please contact Ralph D. Chiocco Jr. at 206-267-2683 if you did
not receive a complete copy of Elliott Cove’s brochure or if you have any questions about the contents
of this supplement.
Additional information
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.

about

Aracelis

Bell

is

available

on

the

SEC’s

website

Item 2 – Educational Background and Business Experience
Aracelis Bell
Year of Birth: 1970
Formal education after high school: Bachelor of Arts, Visual Arts, Portland State University.
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at

Business background:
2003 to present:
2003 to present:
2001 to 2003:

Investment Advisor Representative - Elliott Cove Capital Management
AVP Relationship Manager, Northrim Bank
Investment Representative, Edward Jones

Item 3 – Disciplinary Information
Elliott Cove is required to disclose all material facts regarding. No events have occurred that are
applicable to this item.
Item 4 – Other Business Activities
Elliott Cove is required to disclose any outside business activities or occupation for compensation that
could potentially create a conflict of interest with clients. Aracelis Bell is also employed by Northrim
Bank as an AVP Relationship Manager which may create a conflict of interest with Elliott Cove clients.
In addition, Ms. Bell is an insurance agent with Elliott Cove Insurance Agency. Her activities as an
agent involve the sale of fixed annuities. This activity may create a conflict of interest with Elliott Cove
Capital Management clients.

Item 5 – Additional Compensation
Aracelis Bell may receive a portion of the paid management fee paid to Northrim Bank potentially
creating a conflict of interest.
Item 6 – Supervision
Aracelis Bell is supervised by William J. Schatz and can be reached at 206-267-2683.

Item 1 – Cover Page

Matthew Columbus
Investment Advisor Representative
Elliott Cove Capital Management
1000 Second Avenue, Suite 1440
Seattle, WA 98104
206-267-2683
November 14, 2016
This brochure supplement provides information about Matthew Columbus that supplements the
Elliott Cove Capital Management brochure above. Please contact Ralph D. Chiocco Jr. at 206-267-2683
if you did not receive a complete copy of Elliott Cove’s brochure or if you have any questions about
the contents of this supplement.
Additional information about Matthew Columbus is available on the SEC’s website at
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.
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Item 2 – Educational Background and Business Experience
Matthew Columbus
Year of Birth: 1989
Formal education after high school: Bachelor of Arts, Economics, Whitman College, Walla Walla, WA
Business background:
2016 to present:
2016 to present:
2015 to 2016:
2012 to 2015:
2011 to 2015:
2011 to 2011:
2007 to 2011:
2010 to 2010:
2003 to 2007:

Investment Advisor Representative - Elliott Cove Capital Management
Universal Banker, Northrim Bank
Unemployed
Registered Representative, KMS Financial
Account Manager, The Wilson Agency LLC
Unemployed
Student, Whitman College
Intern/Teller I, Northrim Bank
Student, East Anchorage High School

Item 3 – Disciplinary Information
Elliott Cove is required to disclose all material facts regarding. No events have occurred that are
applicable to this item.
Item 4 – Other Business Activities
Elliott Cove is required to disclose any outside business activities or occupation for compensation that
could potentially create a conflict of interest with clients. Matthew Columbus is also employed by
Northrim Bank as a Universal Banker which may create a conflict of interest with Elliott Cove clients.
In addition, Mr. Columbus is an insurance agent with Elliott Cove Insurance Agency. His activities as
an agent involve the sale of fixed annuities. This activity may create a conflict of interest with Elliott
Cove Capital Management clients.

Item 5 – Additional Compensation
Matthew Columbus may receive a portion of the paid management fee paid to Northrim Bank
potentially creating a conflict of interest.
Item 6 – Supervision
Matthew Columbus is supervised by William J. Schatz and can be reached at 206-267-2683.
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Item 1 – Cover Page

Annette M. DeLong
Investment Advisor Representative
Elliott Cove Capital Management
1000 Second Avenue, Suite 1440
Seattle, WA 98104
206-267-2683
November 14, 2016
This brochure supplement provides information about Annette M. DeLong that supplements the Elliott
Cove Capital Management brochure above. Please contact Ralph D. Chiocco Jr. at 206-267-2683 if you
did not receive a complete copy of Elliott Cove’s brochure or if you have any questions about the
contents of this supplement.
Additional information about
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.

Annette

DeLong

is

available

on

the

SEC’s

website

at

Item 2 – Educational Background and Business Experience
Annette DeLong
Year of Birth: 1955
Formal education after high school:
Bachelor of Arts, Santa Rosa University, 1975, in Liberal Arts
Certificate of Graduation, 2000, Pacific Coast Banking School
Business background:
2014 to present:
2014 to present:
2013 to 2014:
2013 to 2013:
2012 to 2013:
2010 to 2012:
1975 to 2010:

Investment Advisor Representative - Elliott Cove Capital Management
Manager, Residential Contruction, Northrim Bank
Portfolio Administrator, Empirical Wealth Management
Temporary Clerk, Valic Financial Advisors
Nanny
General Manager, A & W Windbreak Inc.
District Manager, Wells Fargo Bank

Item 3 – Disciplinary Information
Elliott Cove is required to disclose all material facts regarding any legal or disciplinary event that
would materially impact a client’s evaluation of Annette M. DeLong. No events have occurred that are
applicable to this item.
Item 4 – Other Business Activities
Elliott Cove is required to disclose any outside business activities or occupation for compensation that
could potentially create a conflict of interest with clients. Annette M. DeLong is also employed by
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Northrim Bank as a Manager of Residential Construction which may create a conflict of interest with
Elliott Cove clients.

Item 5 – Additional Compensation
Annette M. DeLong may receive a portion of the paid management fee paid to Northrim Bank
potentially creating a conflict of interest.
Item 6 – Supervision
Annette M. DeLong is supervised by William J. Schatz and can be reached at 206-267-2683.

Item 1 – Cover Page

Anita M. DeVore
Investment Advisor Representative
Elliott Cove Capital Management
1000 Second Avenue, Suite 1440
Seattle, WA 98104
206-267-2683
November 14, 2016
This brochure supplement provides information about Anita M. DeVore that supplements the Elliott
Cove Capital Management brochure above. Please contact Ralph D. Chiocco at 206-267-2683 if you
did not receive a complete copy of Elliott Cove’s brochure or if you have any questions about the
contents of this supplement.
Additional information about Anita M. DeVore is available on the SEC’s website at
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.

Item 2 – Educational Background and Business Experience
Anita M. DeVore
Year of Birth: 1960
Formal education after high school: Attended Eastern Washington University for two and one half
years.
Business background:
2012 to present:
2009 to present:
2007 to 2009:
2007 to 2007:
2004 to 2006:
1998 to 2003:

Investment Advisor Representative - Elliott Cove Capital Management
Branch Manager – Northrim Bank
Branch Manager – Key Bank
Branch Manager – Alaska USA FCU
Office/Project Manager – Anchorage Daily News
Security Risk Analysis Officer – Northrim Bank
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Item 3 – Disciplinary Information
Elliott Cove is required to disclose all material facts regarding any legal or disciplinary event that
would materially impact a client’s evaluation of Anita DeVore. No events have occurred that are
applicable to this item.
Item 4 – Other Business Activities
Elliott Cove is required to disclose any outside business activities or occupation for compensation that
could potentially create a conflict of interest with clients. Anita M. DeVore is also employed by
Northrim Bank as a Branch Manager which may create a conflict of interest with Elliott Cove clients.
Item 5 – Additional Compensation
Anita M. DeVore may receive a portion of the paid management fee paid to Northrim Bank potentially
creating a conflict of interest.
Item 6 – Supervision
Anita M. DeVore is supervised by William J. Schatz and can be reached at 206-267-2683.

Item 1 – Cover Page

Marc Anthony Guevarra
Investment Advisor Representative
Elliott Cove Capital Management
1000 Second Avenue, Suite 1440
Seattle, WA 98104
206-267-2683
November 14, 2016
This brochure supplement provides information about Marc Anthony Guevarra that supplements the
Elliott Cove Capital Management brochure above. Please contact Ralph D. Chiocco Jr. at 206-267-2683
if you did not receive a complete copy of Elliott Cove’s brochure or if you have any questions about
the contents of this supplement.
Additional information about Marc Anthony Guevarra is available on the SEC’s website at
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.
Marc Anthony Guevarra
Year of Birth: 1960
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Item 2 – Educational Background and Business Experience
Formal education after high school:
-

Bachelor of Business Administration, University of Alaska, Anchorage
Completed various courses through American Bankers Association

Business background:
2015 to present:
2014 to present:
2007 to 2014:
2006 to 2007:
2001 to 2007:

Investment Advisor Representative - Elliott Cove Capital Management
Lending Branch Manager, Northrim Bank
Manager/Loan Officer, Alaska Pacific Bank
Licensed Banker, Wells Fargo Bank
Personal Banker, Wells Fargo Bank

Item 3 – Disciplinary Information
Elliott Cove is required to disclose all material facts regarding any legal or disciplinary event that
would materially impact a client’s evaluation of Marc Anthony Guervarra. No events have occurred
that are applicable to this item.
Item 4 – Other Business Activities
Elliott Cove is required to disclose any outside business activities or occupation for compensation that
could potentially create a conflict of interest with clients. Marc Anthony Guervarra is also employed
by Northrim Bank as a Lending Branch Manager which may create a conflict of interest with Elliott
Cove clients.
In addition, Mr. Guevarra is an insurance agent with Elliott Cove Insurance Agency. His activities as
an agent involve the sale of fixed annuities for which he is paid a commission. This activity may create
a conflict of interests with Elliott Cove Capital Management clients.

Item 5 – Additional Compensation
Marc Anthony Guevarra does not receive economic benefit from Elliott Cove for providing advisory
services.
Item 6 – Supervision
Marc Anthony Guevarra is supervised by William J. Schatz and can be reached at 206-267-2683.

Item 1 – Cover Page

Carolyn T. Jennings
Investment Advisor Representative
Elliott Cove Capital Management
1000 Second Avenue, Suite 1440
Seattle, WA 98104
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206-267-2683
November 14, 2016
This brochure supplement provides information about Carolyn T. Jennings that supplements the
Elliott Cove Capital Management brochure above. Please contact Ralph D. Chiocco Jr. at 206-267-2683
if you did not receive a complete copy of Elliott Cove’s brochure or if you have any questions about
the contents of this supplement.
Additional information about Carolyn T. Jennings is available on the SEC’s website at
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.

Item 2 – Educational Background and Business Experience
Carolyn T. Jennings
Year of Birth: 1964
Formal education after high school: Graduate School of Banking in Madison, Wisconsin. Attended
various college courses in Fairbanks and Anchorage, Alaska.
Business background:
2002 to present:
1995 to present:

Investment Advisor Representative - Elliott Cove Capital Management
Senior Vice President - Northrim Bank

Item 3 – Disciplinary Information
Elliott Cove is required to disclose all material facts regarding any legal or disciplinary event that
would materially impact a client’s evaluation of Carolyn T. Jennings. No events have occurred that are
applicable to this item.
Item 4 – Other Business Activities
Elliott Cove is required to disclose any outside business activities or occupation for compensation that
could potentially create a conflict of interest with clients. Carolyn T. Jennings is also employed by
Northrim Bank as a Senior Vice President which may create a conflict of interest with Elliott Cove
clients.
Item 5 – Additional Compensation
Carolyn T. Jennings does not receive economic benefit from Elliott Cove for providing advisory
services.
Item 6 – Supervision
Carolyn T. Jennings is supervised by William J. Schatz and can be reached at 206-267-2683.
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Item 1 – Cover Page

Tammy L. Kosa
Investment Advisor Representative
Elliott Cove Capital Management
1000 Second Avenue, Suite 1440
Seattle, WA 98104
206-267-2683
November 14, 2016
This brochure supplement provides information about Tammy L. Kosa that supplements the Elliott
Cove Capital Management brochure above. Please contact Ralph D. Chiocco Jr. at 206-267-2683 if you
did not receive a complete copy of Elliott Cove’s brochure or if you have any questions about the
contents of this supplement.
Additional information about Tammy L. Kosa is available on the SEC’s website at
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.

Item 2 – Educational Background and Business Experience
Tammy L. Kosa
Year of Birth: 1973
Formal education after high school: Bachelor of Business Administration - international business
from University of Alaska in Fairbanks, Alaska.
Business background:
2006 to present:
2004 to present:

Investment Advisor Representative - Elliott Cove Capital Management
Vice President, Regional Sales & Service Manager, Northrim Bank

Item 3 – Disciplinary Information
Elliott Cove is required to disclose all material facts regarding any legal or disciplinary event that
would materially impact a client’s evaluation of Tammy L. Kosa. No events have occurred that are
applicable to this item.
Item 4 – Other Business Activities
Elliott Cove is required to disclose any outside business activities or occupation for compensation that
could potentially create a conflict of interest with clients. Tammy L. Kosa is also employed by
Northrim Bank as a Vice President, Regional Sales & Service Manager may create a conflict of interest
with Elliott Cove clients.
In addition, Ms. Kosa is an insurance agent with Elliott Cove Insurance Agency. Her activities as an
agent involve the sale of fixed annuities for which she is paid a commission. This activity may create a
conflict of interests with Elliott Cove Capital Management clients.
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Item 5 – Additional Compensation
Tammy L. Kosa may receive a portion of the paid management fee paid to Northrim Bank potentially
creating a conflict of interest.
Item 6 – Supervision
Tammy L. Kosa is supervised by William J. Schatz and can be reached at 206-267-2683.

Item 1 – Cover Page

Amanda LeDesma
Investment Advisor Representative
Elliott Cove Capital Management
1000 Second Avenue, Suite 1440
Seattle, WA 98104
206-267-2683
November 14, 2016
This brochure supplement provides information about Anita M. DeVore that supplements the Elliott
Cove Capital Management brochure above. Please contact Ralph D. Chiocco Jr. at 206-267-2683 if you
did not receive a complete copy of Elliott Cove’s brochure or if you have any questions about the
contents of this supplement.
Additional information about Amanda LeDesma is available on the SEC’s website at
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.

Item 2 – Educational Background and Business Experience
Amanda LeDesma
Year of Birth: 1981
Formal education after high school: B.A. Business Administration & Management, University of
Alaska, 2013
Business background:
2014 to present:
2014 to present:
2012 to 2014:
2006 to 2014:
2004 to 2006:
2001 to 2004:

Investment Advisor Representative - Elliott Cove Capital Management
Branch Manager – Northrim Bank
Licensed Relationship Manager – Key Bank
Branch Manager – Key Bank
Co-Owner – A & W Properties
Service Manager – Wells Fargo Bank
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Item 3 – Disciplinary Information
Elliott Cove is required to disclose all material facts regarding any legal or disciplinary event that
would materially impact a client’s evaluation of Amanda LeDesma. No events have occurred that are
applicable to this item.
Item 4 – Other Business Activities
Elliott Cove is required to disclose any outside business activities or occupation for compensation that
could potentially create a conflict of interest with clients. Amanda LeDesma is also employed by
Northrim Bank as a Branch Manager which may create a conflict of interest with Elliott Cove clients.
In addition, Ms. LeDesma is an insurance agent with Elliott Cove Insurance Agency. Her activities as
an agent involve the sale of fixed annuities. This activity may create a conflict of interest with Elliott
Cove Capital Management clients.

Item 5 – Additional Compensation
Amanda LeDesma may receive a portion of the paid management fee paid to Northrim Bank
potentially creating a conflict of interest.
Item 6 – Supervision
Amanda LeDesma is supervised by William J. Schatz and can be reached at 206-267-2683.

Item 1 – Cover Page

Susan C. Medalia
Investment Advisor Representative
Elliott Cove Capital Management
1000 Second Avenue, Suite 1440
Seattle, WA 98104
206-267-2683
November 14, 2016
This brochure supplement provides information about Susan C. Medalia that supplements the Elliott
Cove Capital Management brochure above. Please contact Ralph D. Chiocco Jr. at 206-267-2683 if you
did not receive a complete copy of Elliott Cove’s brochure or if you have any questions about the
contents of this supplement.
Additional information about Susan C. Medalia is available on the SEC’s website at
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.

Item 2 – Educational Background and Business Experience
Susan C. Medalia
Year of Birth: 1959
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Formal education after high school: Associates Degree in General Business, Shoreline Community
College; completed the Banking Management Course at the American Institute of Banking; 10 years
Continuing Education at Seattle University; and completed the NW Intermediate Banking School
Banking course at the University of Portland.
Business background:
2015 to present:
2014 to 2015:
2014 to 2015:
2003 to 2014:
1999 to 2014:

Investment Advisor Representative – Elliott Cove Capital Management
Investment Advisor Representative – Cetera Investment
Private Banking – Heritage Bank
Investment Advisor Representative - Elliott Cove Capital Management
Vice President – Private Banking Manager, Whidbey Island Bank

Item 3 – Disciplinary Information
Elliott Cove is required to disclose all material facts regarding any legal or disciplinary event that
would materially impact a client’s evaluation of Susan C. Medalia. No events have occurred that are
applicable to this item.
Item 4 – Other Business Activities
Elliott Cove is required to disclose any outside business activities or occupation for compensation that
could potentially create a conflict of interest with clients.
In addition, Ms. Medalia is an insurance agent with Elliott Cove Insurance Agency. Her activities as an
agent involve the sale of fixed annuities. This activity may create a conflict of interests with Elliott
Cove Capital Management clients.

Item 5 – Additional Compensation
Ms. Medalia’s compensation from Elliott Cove is a fee share based on:




New customer accounts she acquires as a result of her own efforts,
401(k) revenue,
A percentage of net profit as a result of fee sharing with banks Elliott Cove does business with
to whom she is assigned.

In addition, Susan C. Medalia receives compensation for the sale of Fixed Annuities through Elliott
Cove Insurance Agency.

Item 6 – Supervision
Susan C. Medalia is supervised by William J. Schatz and can be reached at 206-267-2683.
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Item 1 – Cover Page

James R. Miller
Investment Advisor Representative
Elliott Cove Capital Management
1000 Second Avenue, Suite 1440
Seattle, WA 98104
206-267-2683
November 14, 2016
This brochure supplement provides information about James R. Miller that supplements the Elliott
Cove Capital Management brochure above. Please contact Ralph D. Chiocco Jr. at 206-267-2683 if you
did not receive a complete copy of Elliott Cove’s brochure or if you have any questions about the
contents of this supplement.
Additional information about
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.

James

R.
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available

on the

SEC’s

website

at

Item 2 – Educational Background and Business Experience
James R. Miller
Year of Birth: 1952
Formal education after high school: Bachelor of Science degrees in Finance and Accounting, San
Diego State University.
Business background:
2002 to present:
1997 to present:

Investment Advisor Representative - Elliott Cove Capital Management
Senior Vice President – Senior Credit Officer, Northrim Bank

Item 3 – Disciplinary Information
Elliott Cove is required to disclose all material facts regarding any legal or disciplinary event that
would materially impact a client’s evaluation of James R. Miller. No events have occurred that are
applicable to this item.
Item 4 – Other Business Activities
Elliott Cove is required to disclose any outside business activities or occupation for compensation that
could potentially create a conflict of interest with clients. James R. Miller is also employed by
Northrim Bank as a Senior Vice President – Senior Loan Officer which may create a conflict of interest
with Elliott Cove clients.
Item 5 – Additional Compensation
James R. Miller does not receive economic benefit from Elliott Cove for providing advisory services.
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Item 6 – Supervision
James R. Miller is supervised by William J. Schatz and can be reached at 206-267-2683.

Item 1 – Cover Page

Darci A. Ornellas
Investment Advisor Representative
Elliott Cove Capital Management
1000 Second Avenue, Suite 1440
Seattle, WA 98104
206-267-2683
November 14, 2016
This brochure supplement provides information about Darci A. Ornellas that supplements the Elliott
Cove Capital Management brochure above. Please contact Ralph D. Chiocco Jr. at 206-267-2683 if you
did not receive a complete copy of Elliott Cove’s brochure or if you have any questions about the
contents of this supplement.
Additional information about Darci A. Ornellas is available on the SEC’s website at
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.

Item 2 – Educational Background and Business Experience
Darci A. Ornellas
Year of Birth: 1959
Formal education after high school: Attended University of Hawaii and completed 24 credits of
coursework at the American Institute of Banking.
Business background:
2009 to present:
2009 to present:
2008 to 2009:
2002 to 2008:
1995 to 2008:

Investment Advisor Representative - Elliott Cove Capital Management
AVP Branch Administration Operations Officer, Northrim Bank
AVP Customer Service, Union Bank
Investment Advisor Representative - Elliott Cove Capital Management
AVP Branch Manager, Northrim Bank

Item 3 – Disciplinary Information
Elliott Cove is required to disclose all material facts regarding any legal or disciplinary event that
would materially impact a client’s evaluation of Darci C. Ornellas. No events have occurred that are
applicable to this item.
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Item 4 – Other Business Activities
Elliott Cove is required to disclose any outside business activities or occupation for compensation that
could potentially create a conflict of interest with clients. Darci C. Ornellas is also employed by
Northrim Bank as an AVP Branch Administation Operations Officer which may create a conflict of
interest with Elliott Cove clients.
Item 5 – Additional Compensation
Darci C. Ornellas does not receive economic benefit from Elliott Cove for providing advisory services.
Item 6 – Supervision
Darci C. Ornellas is supervised by William J. Schatz and can be reached at 206-267-2683.

Item 1 – Cover Page

Rick L. Pinkerton
Investment Advisor Representative
Elliott Cove Capital Management
1000 Second Avenue, Suite 1440
Seattle, WA 98104
206-267-2683
November 14, 2016
This brochure supplement provides information about Rick L. Pinkerton that supplements the Elliott
Cove Capital Management brochure above. Please contact Ralph D. Chiocco Jr. at 206-267-2683 if you
did not receive a complete copy of Elliott Cove’s brochure or if you have any questions about the
contents of this supplement.
Additional information about Rick L. Pinkerton is available on the SEC’s website at
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.

Item 2 – Educational Background and Business Experience
Rick L. Pinkerton
Year of Birth: 1956
Formal education after high school: Two years at the University of Alaska – Anchorage with a
concentration in Business Administration.
Business background:
2003 to present:
2002 to present:
1987 to 2002:
2000 to 2002:

Investment Advisor Representative - Elliott Cove Capital Management
AVP Loan Review Officer, Northrim Bank
AVP Customer Service, Union Bank
Business Banker, National Bank of Alaska/Wells Fargo
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Item 3 – Disciplinary Information
Elliott Cove is required to disclose all material facts regarding any legal or disciplinary event that
would materially impact a client’s evaluation of Rick L. Pinkerton. No events have occurred that are
applicable to this item.
Item 4 – Other Business Activities
Elliott Cove is required to disclose any outside business activities or occupation for compensation that
could potentially create a conflict of interest with clients. Rick L. Pinkerton is also employed by
Northrim Bank as an AVP Loan Review Officer which may create a conflict of interest with Elliott
Cove clients.
Item 5 – Additional Compensation
Rick L. Pinkerton does not receive economic benefit from Elliott Cove for providing advisory services.
Item 6 – Supervision
Rick L. Pinkerton is supervised by William J. Schatz and can be reached at 206-267-2683.

Item 1 – Cover Page

Bruce M. Pym
Investment Advisor Representative
Elliott Cove Capital Management
1000 Second Avenue, Suite 1440
Seattle, WA 98104
1-206-267-2683
November 14, 2016
This brochure supplement provides information about Bruce M. Pym that supplements the Elliott
Cove Capital Management brochure above. Please contact Ralph D. Chiocco at 1-206-267-2683 if you
did not receive a complete copy of Elliott Cove’s brochure or if you have any questions about the
contents of this supplement.
Additional information about
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.
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the

SEC’s
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Item 2 – Educational Background and Business Experience
Bruce M. Pym, JD
Year of Birth: 1942
Formal education after high school: Bachelor of Business Administration degree from the University
of Washington and a Juris Doctor degree from the Universtiy of Washington School of Law.
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Business background:
2013 to present: Investment Advisor Representative, Elliott Cove Capital Management
2011 to 2013:
President & Chief Executive Officer - Elliott Cove Capital
Management
2008 to 2010:
Owner - Bruce Pym Company
1992 to 2007:
Member & Principal - Heller Ehrman LLP

Item 3 – Disciplinary Information
Elliott Cove is required to disclose all material facts regarding any legal or disciplinary event that
would materially impact a client’s evaluation of Bruce M. Pym. No events have occurred that are
applicable to this item.
Item 4 – Other Business Activities
Elliott Cove is required to disclose any outside business activities or occupation for compensation that
could potentially create a conflict of interest with clients. Bruce M. Pym is not actively engage in any
such activities.
Item 5 – Additional Compensation
Bruce M. Pym does not receive economic benefits for providing advisory services.
Item 6 – Supervision
Bruce M. Pym does not typically provide financial advice directly to clients. Mr. Pym is supervised by
Ralph Chiocco. Mr. Chiocco can be reached at 206-267-2683.

Item 1 – Cover Page

Myra L. Reinhardt
Investment Advisor Representative
Elliott Cove Capital Management
1000 Second Avenue, Suite 1440
Seattle, WA 98104
206-267-2683
November 14, 2016
This brochure supplement provides information about Myra L. Reinhardt that supplements the Elliott
Cove Capital Management brochure above. Please contact Ralph D. Chiocco at 206-267-2683 if you
did not receive a complete copy of Elliott Cove’s brochure or if you have any questions about the
contents of this supplement.
Additional information about Myra L. Reinhardt is available on the SEC’s website at
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.
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Item 2 – Educational Background and Business Experience
Myra L. Reinhardt
Year of Birth: 1968
Formal education after high school: One year at Edmonds/Everett Community College.
Business background:
2005 to present:
2004 to present:
1998 to 2004:

Investment Advisor Representative - Elliott Cove Capital Management
Vice President and Branch Manager, Coastal Community Bank
Assistant Manager, Evertrust Bank

Item 3 – Disciplinary Information
Elliott Cove is required to disclose all material facts regarding any legal or disciplinary event that
would materially impact a client’s evaluation of Myra L. Reinhardt. No events have occurred that are
applicable to this item.
Item 4 – Other Business Activities
Elliott Cove is required to disclose any outside business activities or occupation for compensation that
could potentially create a conflict of interest with clients. Myra L. Reinhardt is also employed by
Coastal Community Bank as a Vice President and Branch Manager which may create a conflict of
interest with Elliott Cove clients.
Item 5 – Additional Compensation
Myra L. Reinhardt does not receive economic benefit from Elliott Cove for providing advisory services.
Item 6 – Supervision
Myra L. Reinhardt is supervised by William J. Schatz and can be reached at 206-267-2683.

Item 1 – Cover Page

Victor D. Ruiz
Investment Advisor Representative
Elliott Cove Capital Management
1000 Second Avenue, Suite 1440
Seattle, WA 98104
206-267-2683
November 14, 2016
This brochure supplement provides information about Victor D. Ruiz that supplements the Elliott
Cove Capital Management brochure above. Please contact Ralph D. Chiocco at 206-267-2683 if you
did not receive a complete copy of Elliott Cove’s brochure or if you have any questions about the
contents of this supplement.
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Item 2 – Educational Background and Business Experience
Victor D. Ruiz
Year of Birth: 1950
Formal education after high school: Bachelor of Science degree from Colorado State University in Fort
Collins, Colorado.
Business background:
2016 to present:
2002 to 2016:
2000 to 2002:
1998 to 2003:

Investment Advisor Representative, Elliott Cove Capital Management
Chief Compliance Officer & Senior Vice President - Elliott Cove Capital
Management
Chief Financial Officer & Executive Vice President - W.E. Donoghue & Co.
Vice President Finance & Operations – Economic Investment Advisors

Item 3 – Disciplinary Information
Elliott Cove is required to disclose all material facts regarding any legal or disciplinary event that
would materially impact a client’s evaluation of Victor D. Ruiz. No events have occurred that are
applicable to this item.
Item 4 – Other Business Activities
Elliott Cove is required to disclose any outside business activities or occupation for compensation that
could potentially create a conflict of interest with clients. Victor D. Ruiz is not actively engage in any
such activities.
Item 5 – Additional Compensation
Victor D. Ruiz does not receive economic benefits for providing advisory services, other than a
monthly stipend paid by Elliott Cove Capital Management, LLC for various compliance services and
performance reporting.
Item 6 – Supervision
Victor D. Ruiz is supervised by Ralph D. Chiocco Jr. and can be contacted at 206-267-2683.
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Cover Page

Diana Soliday
Investment Advisor Representative
Elliott Cove Capital Management
1000 Second Avenue, Suite 1440
Seattle, WA 98104
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206-267-2683
November 14, 2016
This brochure supplement provides information about Diana Soliday that supplements the Elliott
Cove Capital Management brochure above. Please contact Ralph D. Chiocco at 206-267-2683 if you
did not receive a complete copy of Elliott Cove’s brochure or if you have any questions about the
contents of this supplement.
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Item 2 – Educational Background and Business Experience
Diana M. Soliday
Year of Birth: 1974
Formal education after high school: Pursuing degree in Business Administration at Central Texas
College.
Business background:
2015 to present:
2006 to present:
2004 to 2005:
2006 to 2014:

Investment Advisor Representative - Elliott Cove Capital Management
Assistant Manager – Northrim Bank
Teller – Denali Alaskan Federal Credit Union
Branch Manager – Key Bank

Item 3 – Disciplinary Information
Elliott Cove is required to disclose all material facts regarding any legal or disciplinary event that
would materially impact a client’s evaluation of Diana Soliday. No events have occurred that are
applicable to this item.
Item 4 – Other Business Activities
Elliott Cove is required to disclose any outside business activities or occupation for compensation that
could potentially create a conflict of interest with clients. Diana Soliday is also employed by Northrim
Bank as an Assistant Manager which may create a conflict of interest with Elliott Cove clients.
In addition, Ms. Soliday is an insurance agent with Elliott Cove Insurance Agency. Her activities as an
agent involve the sale of fixed annuities. This activity may create a conflict of interest with Elliott Cove
Capital Management clients.

Item 5 – Additional Compensation
Diana Soliday may receive a portion of the paid management fee paid to Northrim Bank potentially
creating a conflict of interest.
Item 6 – Supervision
Diana Soliday is supervised by William J. Schatz and can be reached at 206-267-2683.
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Marguerite J. Watts
Investment Advisor Representative
Elliott Cove Capital Management
1000 Second Avenue, Suite 1440
Seattle, WA 98104
206-267-2683
November 14, 2016
This brochure supplement provides information about Marguerite J. Watts that supplements the
Elliott Cove Capital Management brochure above. Please contact Ralph D. Chiocco Jr. at 206-267-2683
if you did not receive a complete copy of Elliott Cove’s brochure or if you have any questions about
the contents of this supplement.
Additional information about Marguerite J. Watts is available on the SEC’s website at
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.

Item 2 – Educational Background and Business Experience
Marguerite J. Watts
Year of Birth: 1965
Formal education after high school: Attended 1 year at Ketchikan Community College in Ketchikan,
Alaska.
Business background:
2015 to present:
2014 to 2015:
2003 to 2014:
2006 to 2008:
2000 to 2015:

Investment Advisor Representative, Elliott Cove Capital Management
Registered Representative, Cetera Investment Services
Investment Advisor Representative - Elliott Cove Capital Management
Registered Representative, DFC Investor Services
VP Private Banking Officer, Whidbey Island Bank

Item 3 – Disciplinary Information
Elliott Cove is required to disclose all material facts regarding any legal or disciplinary event that
would materially impact a client’s evaluation of Marguerite J. Watts. No events have occurred that are
applicable to this item.
Item 4 – Other Business Activities
Elliott Cove is required to disclose any outside business activities or occupation for compensation that
could potentially create a conflict of interest with clients.
In addition, Ms. Watts is an insurance agent with Elliott Cove Insurance Agency. Her activities as an
agent involve the sale of fixed annuities. This activity may create a conflict of interests with Elliott
Cove Capital Management clients.
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Item 5 – Additional Compensation
Ms. Watts’ compensation from Elliott Cove is a fee share based on:




New customer accounts she acquires as a result of her own efforts,
401(k) revenue,
A percentage of net profit as a result of fee sharing with banks Elliott Cove does business with
to whom she is assigned.

In addition, Marguerite Watts receives compensation for the sale of Fixed Annuities through Elliott
Cove Insurance Agency.

Item 6 – Supervision
Marguerite J. Watts is supervised by William J. Schatz and can be reached at 206-267-2683.
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Nickola A. Whittle
Investment Advisor Representative
Elliott Cove Capital Management
1000 Second Avenue, Suite 1440
Seattle, WA 98104
206-267-2683
November 14, 2016
This brochure supplement provides information about Nickola A. Whittle that supplements the Elliott
Cove Capital Management brochure above. Please contact Ralph D. Chiocco Jr. at 206-267-2683 if you
did not receive a complete copy of Elliott Cove’s brochure or if you have any questions about the
contents of this supplement.
Additional information about Nickola A. Whittle is available on the SEC’s website at
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.

Item 2 – Educational Background and Business Experience
Nickola A. Whittle
Year of Birth: 1958
Formal education after high school: Attended Washington State University for 2 years and graduated
from Seattle University with a BA in Business Administration with a specialty in accounting.
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Business background:
2015 to present:
1993 to present:

Investment Advisor Representative & Operations Manager, Elliott Cove
Capital Management
Pacific Alliances, Owner

Item 3 – Disciplinary Information
Elliott Cove is required to disclose all material facts regarding any legal or disciplinary event that
would materially impact a client’s evaluation of Nickola A. Whittle. No events have occurred that are
applicable to this item.
Item 4 – Other Business Activities
Elliott Cove is required to disclose any outside business activities or occupation for compensation that
could potentially create a conflict of interest with clients.
In addition, Ms. Whittle is an insurance agent with Elliott Cove Insurance Agency. Her activities as an
agent involve the sale of fixed annuities. This activity may create a conflict of interests with Elliott
Cove Capital Management clients.

Item 5 – Additional Compensation
Nickola A. Whittle does not receive economic benefits for providing advisory services, other than the
regular salary paid by Elliott Cove Capital Management, LLC.
Item 6 – Supervision
Nickola A. Whittle is supervised by Ralph D. Chiocco Jr. and can be reached at 206-267-2683.
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Professional Designation Qualifications
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ (CFP®)
The Certified Financial Planner™, CFP® and federally registered CFP (with flame design) marks
(collectively, the “CFP® marks”) are professional certification marks granted in the United States by
Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards, Inc. (“CFP Board”).
The CFP® certification is a voluntary certification; no federal or state law or regulation requires
financial planners to hold CFP® certification. It is recognized in the United States and a number of
other countries for its (1) high standard of professional education; (2) stringent code of conduct and
standards of practice; and (3) ethical requirements that govern professional engagements with clients.
Currently, more than 62,000 individuals have obtained CFP® certification in the United States.
To attain the right to use the CFP® marks, an individual must satisfactorily fulfill the following
requirements:


Education – Complete an advanced college‐level course of study addressing the financial
planning subject areas that CFP Board’s studies have determined as necessary for the competent
and professional delivery of financial planning services, and attain a Bachelor’s Degree from a
regionally accredited United States college or university (or its equivalent from a foreign
university). CFP Board’s financial planning subject areas include insurance planning and risk
management, employee benefits planning, investment planning, income tax planning,
retirement planning, and estate planning;



Examination – Pass the comprehensive CFP® Certification Examination. The examination,
administered in 10 hours over a two‐day period, includes case studies and client scenarios
designed to test one’s ability to correctly diagnose financial planning issues and apply one’s
knowledge of financial planning to real world circumstances;



Experience – Complete at least three years of full‐time financial planning‐related experience (or
the equivalent, measured as 2,000 hours per year); and



Ethics – Agree to be bound by CFP Board’s Standards of Professional Conduct, a set of
documents outlining the ethical and practice standards for CFP® professionals.

Individuals who become certified must complete the following ongoing education and ethics
requirements in order to maintain the right to continue to use the CFP® marks:


Continuing Education – Complete 30 hours of continuing education hours every two years,
including two hours on the Code of Ethics and other parts of the Standards of Professional
Conduct, to maintain competence and keep up with developments in the financial planning
field; and
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Ethics – Renew an agreement to be bound by the Standards of Professional Conduct. The
Standards prominently require that CFP® professionals provide financial planning services at a
fiduciary standard of care. This means CFP® professionals must provide financial planning
services in the best interests of their clients.

CFP® professionals who fail to comply with the above standards and requirements may be subject to
CFP Board’s enforcement process, which could result in suspension or permanent revocation of their
CFP® certification.
Rev 12/16/10 by the Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards, Inc.
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